Goan Bonanza

Def expo geared up to blast off

D

efexpo India 2016, the ninth biennial Land, Naval and Internal
Homeland Security Systems Exhibition in India , will be held
at Naqueri Quitol in Quepem Taluka of South Goa, India from
28th to 31st March 2016. Undoubtedly advancing with steady growth,
Defexpo India has been receiving overwhelming and unprecedented
international response with successive editions. More than 550
companies from India and abroad is participating in this year’s
event.
The eighth edition of Defexpo India, held in February 2014,
recorded a phenomenal escalation in foreign as well as domestic

companies’ participation. An impressive participation of 232
foreign companies from 32 countries with 15 country pavilions was
itself a treat to watch. With a growth of 12.64 per cent in terms
of space booking, Defexpo 2014 provided a platform to all the
exhibitors to display their latest technologies and products and it
gave an opportunity to explore and tap the market and business
potential for mutual benefits. That event was attended by the
largest number of 63 official delegations from 58 countries.
A number of international seminars and conferences
will be organized as part of the Defexpo India 2016.
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Editorial

ndia is hosting two major international Aerospace
and Defence events this month. India Aviation 2016, a
major civil aviation show, is happening at Hyderabad
from March 16 and Def Expo 2016, the biggest Land and
Naval & Air Defense exhibition in the Asia Pacific region,
at Goa from March 28.
The fifth edition of India Aviation will focuss on
Civil Aviation, Commercial and Transport Aircraft and
Helicopters and requirements & Systems, Airports &
Airport Services and MROs at Hyderabad and Indian
& International Co-operation between industries and
reciprocity of airworthiness certification. The Ministry
of Civil Aviation and DGCA are proactive in encouraging Indian industries to develop
and manufacture as well as provide repair & maintenance, with strategic collaborations
among themselves and with International OEMs. The fact that President of India Shri.
Pranab Mukherjee is inaugurating the India Aviation demonstrates the importance, the
government is giving for growth and development of the sector.
The Def Expo is giving a wide opportunity for Global companies to showcase their
products in both Land and Naval platforms to Indian customers; the MOD and Armed
forces. More than 600 companies are exhibiting at DEF Expo. The Indian SMEs and
MSMEs should take advantage of the new procurement policies and opportunities for
growth as per the latest DPP.
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The “Make in India” initiative of the Prime Minister Shri.Narendra Modi, is attracting
foreign companies to make their products in India through subsidiary companies or
joint venture partners. The government has already increased the FDI cap in the defence
sector up to 49 per cent to attract more foreign companies to invest in India. With these
initiatives, the government has created a congenial atmosphere for more investment
flow into the country in the defence sector.
Aeromag and SIATI wish all participating companies success in getting new business
and also finding right partners for new technologies and products for various Civil and
Defence programmes.
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DRDO

Flourishing on

Robust
Growth

Dr S Christopher, Director General,
DRDO and Secretary, Defence Research
and Development, Ministry of Defence,
Government of India, speaks to AeroMag
Asia on his holistic vision for consolidating the
phalanx of DRDO operations and proactive
strategies for boosting indigenisation
in defence and aerospace sector in
India. Excerpts from the interview:
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Could we start off with an overview
of the latest initiatives and key
programmes of DRDO?
DRDO has got seven clusters and each
cluster has its own programmes. Take for
instance the case of the missile clusters: We
have the recently launched Akash, which
is being inducted into the Services. We are
planning to launch Astra this year followed
by its induction into the Services. Nag is
also being pursued in the same direction.
These are the three projects apart from the
strategic missiles we are working with.
Coming to the aero side, if everything
goes well we will be in a position to induct
AWNCS. We are also looking at the sate-ofthe-art Rustom II flight trial. We will also
resume the trials of Nirbhay.
As for life sciences, we have NBC
(Nuclear, Biological and Chemical)
programmes, and once we are finished
with the first part of it, we will be starting
the NBC-2.
NBC-1 has got several products which
are cleared and these are now getting
ready to be inducted; the user has already
identified, cleared and accepted it. It is
in the process of production. As regards
the Electronic Communications Systems
(ECS) cluster, we have a couple of radars
which are in the pipeline and they will
get completed soon. Shakti recently got
accepted and it will be in the production
lines without much delay. We are also
seriously working on ASA-endorsed Radar
for LCA which will be one of our major
concerns.
What about the orders for Light

Combat Aircraft?
In the case of aeronautics, order for
100 LCAs is in the pipeline and we need
to make its radar also operational. That
is why we are working seriously on that.
Its prototype is ready now. We have to
start the flight testing and get all the
parameters checked. As regards the Naval
systems, we had inducted Maareech, the
Advanced Torpedo Defense System. We
are also planning to initiate Varunastra
which is a heavy weight Torpedo. We
will be improving the electronic systems
associated with the sonar. We are also
working with submarines and this year
it should get inducted. Along with the
induction processes, all other programmes
are given importance and priorities are set
so that we should be able to achieve our
target in terms of sale or production of the
DRDO technologies.
How do you assess the target
oriented achievement of DRDO?
You may be aware that so far we have
reached the target of Rs 2,00,000 crores
worth of defence products based on
DRDO technology and cleared by Defence
Acquisition Council. Last year it was about
Rs 1,74,000 crores, which means in the
year 2015 a growth rate of about 14 per
cent was achieved. My target for 2016 is
to achieve a growth of 25 per cent with a
value of about Rs 50,000 crores worth of
DRDO technology products and I hope it
will be cleared by the Defence Acquisition
Council for production. This means the net
value will reach Rs 2,50,000 crores.
For achieving this growth, is any

restructuring or reorientation taking
place at the organisational level?
We have done certain procedural
improvements in the governance sector.
Most of the transactions and crucial points
of information flow was communicated to
the concerned people through SMS during
the last quarter of the financial year. On a
weekly basis all the DGs and Directors are
given an SMS from DRDO headquarters
to indicate what is expected out of them.
Thus every concerned officer is tuned to
operate as efficiently as possible. Another
area which called for attention is the
deputation file status. People are always
unhappy as there was no clarity on this.
From the beginning of this year the status
will be indicated to the concerned person
by SMS, thereby necessary action is
initiated leaving no excitement or anxiety
about the file. We also review all the
projects thoroughly without any pending
details. Several unfinished board meetings
are completed and the minutes are being
followed up to look into what is being
done. Every DG is requested to visit one
lab per week, so that he can personally
understand the needs of the lab and satisfy
its requirements. In the personnel front we
are trying to see that all the promotions are
executed on time. Internet connectivity is
provided in all the guest houses, and Wi-Fi
facilities are created, so that scientists while
travelling can continue to be in touch with
their labs.
What steps would you propose to
further boost indigenisation in defence
and aerospace sector in India?
Demands in the defence sector are
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Distinguished

Scientist with a Mission
Dr S Christopher took charge as Secretary, Department of
Defence Research and Development, Ministry of Defence,
Government of India, and Director General of Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) in
May 2015. Formerly, he was Programme Director for the
Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) and Director,
Centre for Air-Borne Systems (CABS), the lab vested with
the responsibility of design, development of Air Borne Early
Warning Systems.

He had obtained his BE (Hons) in Electronics and Communication
Engineering from University of Madras and MTech in Microwaves and
Radar Engineering from IIT, Kharagpur and his PhD in Antennae and
Measurement Techniques from IIT, Madras.
Dr Christopher started his career as a Senior Engineer in Bharat Electronics, Ghaziabad, before joining DRDO at
Electronics & Radar Development Establishment (LRDE) as Scientist ‘D’. He led a team to create the Indigenous
Automated Planar near Field Measurement Facility at LRDE for the first time in the country. He was Project Director
for LCA MMR and led the team for designing and developing slotted array technology, which was used for several
airborne and missile projects including export to Poland. He was also project Director for ASP project and also for
development of the Maritime Patrol Airborne Radar, Super Vision 2000, for the Indian Navy.
He joined the Centre for Air Borne Systems (CABS) in 2004 as Programme Director for the prestigious AEW&C
programme. He was appointed Director CABS in addition to his responsibility as Programme Director AEW&C. He
was elevated to the rank of Distinguished Scientist in 2012.
Dr Christopher is a Fellow of the National Academy of Engineers (FNAE), Aeronautical Society of India (AeSI) and
the Institution of Electronics & Telecommunication Engineers (IETE). He is a member of SEE, IEEE and is a recipient
of many awards including Scientist of the Year Award in 1998.

heavy and it is growing too. DRDO should
make use of both private and public sector
units to meet these demands. Presently
public sector is fully utilised, but there is a
lot more scope for the private sector. With
the present government’s ‘Make in India’
initiative we are able to go ahead with
private institutions much more easily and
transparently and you will see more and
more participation between DRDO and
the private companies in products and
projects.
What would you suggest for
increasing the participation of private
sector in defence and aerospace sector?
In the years to come, the only way
DRDO can meet its target is by joining
hands with private industry. We have
brought out a well defined procedure
for TOT to private companies. With that
in place, we are able to deal with the
development of many of our projects and
further production much more easily and
transparently.
As for cutting edge and futuristic
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technologies, what do you envisage?
In the case of missiles, we should look
into the hypersonic ones. We are now
having supersonic but hypersonic is the
order of the day. At the aero side, we must
focus more and more on UAVs like the
solar-powered ones. In the naval system
we need to concentrate more on efficient
torpedoes which are low in noise.
Sonar is another area where continuous
improvement is going on in the signal
crossing to improve the performance.
Regarding the radar sector, we have done
our first ASA through AWNC and we have
also done several ASA for ground base
systems. Now we have to extent this
to fighters as well as to missiles. In the
case of guns, we have shown very good
progress by joining hands with production
houses and also we have done several
ammunitions which has cutting edge
technologies.
What do you think are the major
challenges before DRDO?
DRDO is the major R&D organisation
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for which the country should be extremely
proud of, because no other organisation
has given a product worth Rs 2,00,000
crores. Time delays and cost overruns are
being projected on the negative side.
They are mere words when we consider
the standard of equipment. DRDO is not
entirely responsible for the time delay.
The fact is that DRDO has to bear the
responsibility of everyone’s delay. DRDO
has to depend on Services for trials and
DGAQA for inspection and procurements
with the finance. In all these places, those
organisations have their own priorities and
therefore unexpected delay happens in
the development of the system. Unless we
take a holistic approach and give priority
for the product, the delays in the major
programmes cannot be avoided.
What is the scope for exporting
indigenous defence systems?
Spread of war weapons in countries
across the world has been influenced and
controlled by the erstwhile Super Powers,
progressively supported by technologically
advanced other nations that were in league

NEW TOOLS FOR NEW RULES

Nothing Escapes Our Attention
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Suite (SPS) and In-Flight Refuelling
system, is indeed a cost effective versatile
surveillance system with all the capabilities
of larger machines and yet optimal and
affordable to nations in the third world.
State-of-the-art Surveillance Radars
have been developed for every perceived
application of Army, Navy and Air Force,
besides the numerous civilian uses.
Short and Medium Range surface-tosurface tactical missiles, Akash, Prahar and
BrahMos, should be effective to quickly
arrest escalation of conflicts, should they
erupt despite the strict surveillance and
control measures.
with the Super Powers during years of
the World Wars. In today’s scenario, the
following are the world’s top 10 armsexporter nations with their respective
shares of global exports as assessed by a
study by the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI): United States (31
per cent), Russia (27), China (5), Germany (5),
France (5), UK (4), Spain (3), Italy (3), Ukraine
(3) and Israel (2 per cent).
Closely monitored by world organisations
like the United Nations and psychologically
restrained by the military balance of sorts
maintained by world nations today, the
military conflicts that crop up in regions of
the world now and again are largely of low
intensity and short duration.
Propelled by an urge to achieve a
measure of self reliance in defence systems
and supported by the many state-of-theart defence system technologies generated
in the country, major programmes like the
Main Battle Tank (MBT), Integrated Guided
Missile Development Programme (IGMDP),
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), Unmanned Air
Vehicles (UAVs), Airborne Early Warning and
Control (AEW&C) system, etc were initiated in
the country.
Quite a few of the defence systems
from the above programmes have attained
operational status and gone in to equip the
Defence Services of the nation.
It will be a natural next step to consider
export of a few of the indigenous defence
systems to third world countries according
to a well-thought-out export policy. The
defence systems that are likely to be
exported to friendly countries would be
of the types that help contain military
conflicts rather than escalate them. RPVs,
AEW&C systems, and a few select tactical
warfare systems can form categories of
such exportable systems.
How do we fare in export of
indigenous systems?
India has already exported versions of
a major system like Dhruv, the Advanced
12

Light Helicopter, to many countries. With a
unit price of at least 15 per cent less than
that of its equivalent systems from the
global market, as many as 35 countries
from Latin America, Africa, West Asia, South
East Asia and the Pacific Rim nations are in
the process of procuring Dhruv for their
Air Forces. Flight Certification of Dhruv for
Europe and North America is under way to
capture civilian market in those regions.
Among the South American countries, Peru
has procured a few air ambulance version
of Dhruv. Bolivia and Venezuela have been
negotiating for procurement of sizeable
fleets of Dhruv. Nepal, Turkey, Malaysia and
Burma have also procured Dhruv for their
operations.

How do we reconcile the nation’s
political philosophy or ideology with
exporting defence systems?

DRDO exported in 2002 a few of its
defence equipment like the Flat Plate Array
developed by LRDE for Poland’s Naval
Radars effectively replacing the existing
one in terms of performance and cost.

This achievement has been possible
because of the priorities the nation chose
for itself and the sacrifices that every Indian
imposed on himself to realize this national
dream.

A universal Bomb Loading Trolley
developed by CABS for the IAF was also
sold to a few of the neighbouring countries.
Current thinking in the Government is that,
while the nation is self-reliant in defence
systems vis-a-vis the contemporary military
scenario, it should also be able to support
third world countries in their defence
preparedness,
with
India-produced
defence equipment.

Every under-privileged nation of
the third world has a legitimate claim
to safeguard its sovereignty and focus
without any distraction on developments
leading to its economic and intellectual
well-being. Sharing of the military selfdefence capabilities generated in India
with fellow-nations of the third world for
the above purpose has nothing to conflict
with the conscience of the nation.

Indian Remotely Piloted Vehicles
can be tailor-made to meet a variety of
performance and military requirements.
Aerostat-based Elint-, Comint-, Electrooptic- and Radar- surveillance systems
can offer cost-effective solutions to landlocked nations. The medium Airborne
Early Warning & Control
(AEW&C)
system, with its multiple sub-systems like
Primary Radar (PR), Identification Friend
or Foe (IFF), Electronic Support Measure
(ESM), Communication Support Measure
(CSM), ‘C’‐band Data Link (CBDL), ‘Ku’‐
band SATCOM Data Link (KBDL), V/UHF
communication link, Data Handling and
Display System (DHDS), Self Protection

On assuming office as Secretary,
Defence R&D, what has been your
priority and what perceptible changes
have you brought in initially at the
DRDO?
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Development
of
state-of-the-art
defence systems takes enormous technical
expertise and elaborate R&D infrastructure
at a great cost and substantial timeframe.
It has been, all along, the preserve of the
Super Powers and a few technologically
advanced nations. If India, a developing
nation, has made some noticeable
progress in aero-space, atomic energy,
heavy industries, scientific and industrial
research, and defence R&D, it is due to the
foresight and planning of our forefathers in
the past seven decades since the nation’s
independence.

A new initiative has been attempted for
improved R&D governance. Management
functions and administrative procedures
have been fine-tuned in the Department
with goal-oriented objectives. Policies and
guidelines for selection of candidates for
senior positions, inter-laboratory transfer
of scientists, etc have been laid down.
Procedures involve obtaining viewpoints
of concerned individual scientists through
an Empowered Committee.

IAI. Over 25 years of teaming
with our Indian partners for
defense and growth
With an unrivalled record of proven cooperation
with India’s defense forces and industry, IAI has
become synonymous with innovation, reliability
and trustworthiness. Together with our Indian
partners we share the Make in India vision
in space, air, land and sea.
We are committed to continue our
long-term strategic cooperation
with India for a brighter and
safer future.

www.iai.co.il
corpmkg@iai.co.il

SEE US AT
DEFEXPO 2016

Israel Pavilion, Stand 1.1.3-A
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Goan Bonanza:
Good Tidings from South Block

in the category of politics for his
immense and selfless contribution to
the state of Goa.
Ahead of the Union Budget,
Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar
had directed his officials to make
concerted efforts to get cleared 86
acquisition proposals involving Rs
1.5 lakh crore within the first quarter
of the next financial year. Parrikar
also sought a review of proposed
capital acquisition and budgetary
requirements for the next decade.
Parrikar reviewed the overall status
of defence acquisition (supply order
or contract signed) over the last two
years involving Rs 1.5 lakh crore. He
also took stock of the long pending
short range surface to air missile
system (SRSAM) project for the Navy,
for which the DRDO had initiated
talks with French firm MBDA last year.

A

s with the glitz and glamour of the International Film
Festival of India (IFFI) that he is credited to have brought to
Goa single handedly with all its monumental infrastructure
packages while he was the Chief Minister of the state, Manohar
Parrikar now as the federal Defence Minister hosts another highend international extravaganza, Defexpo India 2016, the biannual
Land, Naval and Internal Homeland Security Systems Exhibition in
his home state, at Naqueri Quitol in Quepem, South Goa.
The man who brought the Bharatiya Janata Party to power in
Goa, as the popular contemporary political legend goes, is also
hailed as the first IIT graduate – metallurgical engineering from
Indian Institute of Technology -Bombay in 1978, with technocrat
Nandan Nilekani among his batch-mates – to become chief
minister in any Indian state.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi chose Parrikar as India’s defence
minister a year ago, and since then he has proved to be one of the
most upfront and pro-active ministers in the Modi cabinet. He
doesn’t believe in taking the softer route over issues concerning
national security. He has proven himself as an effective, efficient,
and no-nonsense administrator.
Parrikar has maintained a clean image throughout his political
career. He used to travel by his bicycle to Goa Vidhan Sabha. He is
known to travel only by economy class. During his tenure as the
CM of Goa, he declined the offer of shifting to a larger house and
preferred to stay in his own house. He also never upgraded to a
fancier vehicle, going by his old car. This year when his followers in
Goa decided to celebrate his birthday in a big way, he urged them
to donate instead generously towards the Chennai Flood Relief
Fund raised by the Chief Minister of Goa.
In 2012, Parrikar won the CNN IBN Indian of the year award
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The defence budget was
increased by 9.76 per cent to Rs
2.58 lakh crore for the next fiscal as
compared to the revised estimates
of Rs 2.33 lakh crore for 2015-16
even as military pension zoomed to Rs 82,000 crore mainly due
to the One Rank One Pension scheme. The capital outlay for the
three services, for modernisation, stood at Rs 78,586.68 crore.
The defence budget accounts for nearly 17.2 per cent of the total
central government expenditure for the year 2016-17 which is
Rs 19.78 lakh crore. This includes the pension budget along with
the defence budget. The highest jump has been in the pension
expenses. While the revised estimate for the current fiscal was Rs
60,238 crore, it has jumped to Rs 82,332.66 crore for the coming
financial year. In comparison, there has been a marginal increase
of Rs 4287.07 crore in the capital expenditure of the three services
which are in the process of modernisining their equipment.
The budget came at a time when the three services were in the
last stages of negotiations for multi-billion dollar deals for Rafale
fighter jets, Apache, Chinook and Kamov helicopters and the M777
light weight howitzers.
Parrikar has publicly committed himself to the creation of
the post of a Chief of Defence Staff or a Permanent Chairman of
Chiefs of Staff Committee. The defence minister announced
a couple of deadlines for the release of the revised Defence
Procurement Procedure but there were some glitches. The
defence minister has been energetic in his foreign visits, where
he has displayed his commitment to the agenda of Make in India
and defence diplomacy. Japan is now a permanent participant in
Exercise Malabar and the Indian military is now conducting joint
exercises with more than 20 countries. Parrikar became the first
Indian defence minister to be invited to Hawaii-based US Pacific
Command headquarters and witness aviation exercises aboard
a US aircraft carrier. He also had fruitful visits to South Korea and
Russia this year.

IAI will
Present a
Wide Range
of Strategic
Systems at
Def Expo
IAI marks 25 years
of solid partnership
with India’s defense
forces and industry

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) will
present a wide range of strategic
systems, including special mission
aircraft such as AEW&C (ELM-2090) and
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) maritime
defense solutions including the Heron
MALE unmanned aerial system (UAS)
at DEFEXPO India 2016, in Goa, India.
IAI will feature air and missile
defense and loitering weapon systems
such as the MRSAM/LRSAM Barak 8 air
&missile defense system and the Green
Dragon- a tactical, low-cost loitering
weapon designed to provide small
ground and special operations units
with significant situational awareness
and firepower in a compact envelope.
Radar and communications systems will
include the Drone Guard (ELI-4030)- for
drone detection, identification and flight
disruption; the Green Rock (ELM 2138) –
a mobile autonomous tactical counter
rocket, artillery &mortar system; and
CIMS (Counter IED and Mine Suite)–an
integrated suite of sensors, for protection
of tactical maneuvering vehicles.
IAI has a 25 plus year history of
demonstrated strategic cooperation with
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Joseph Weiss
President and CEO, IAI

India’s defense forces and industry. The
company collaborates with many Indian
companies (both public and private)
and works closely with all branches of
the Indian Armed Forces to support the
governments’ “Makein India” policy.
“India’s main goal has always been
to acquire cutting-edge technologies,
and has become a prominent market for
Israeli defense companies”, said Joseph
Weiss, IAI’s CEO and President. “India
has unique operational needs and IAI is
committed to devoting our best minds and
technologies to achieve the challenges
set by the customer and continue our
long-term strategic cooperation with
India for a brighter and safer future.”
IAI has been involved in many
development programs for India’s Navy
and Air Force, in cooperation with the
Indian Defense Research & Development
Organization (DRDO) and Indian defense
industries, such as the joint development
of long-range surface-to-air missiles with
Bharat ElectronicsLimited India (BEL).
These projects include joint production
of subsystems, such as a recent teaming
agreement with Alpha Design to produce
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IAI’s mini-UAVs in India. This teaming
agreement will better position IAI’s
mini-UAVs to potential customers in
India, including security agencies, coast
guards, defense organizations and border
security forces. Ongoing projects with
India include the Barak 8, co-developed
with India as part of the LRSAM naval
air defense; MRSAM land-based air
defense systems; various types of radars;
and large numbers of Heron UAS.
IAI is Israel’s largest aerospace
and defense company and a globally
recognized technology and innovation
leader, specializing in developing and
manufacturing advanced, state-of-theart systems for air, space, sea, land, cyber
and homeland security. Since 1953,
the company has provided advanced
technology solutions to government
and commercial customers worldwide
including: satellites, missiles, weapon
systems and munitions, unmanned
and robotic systems, radars, C4ISR and
more. IAI also designs and manufactures
business jets and aerostructures, performs
overhaul and maintenance on commercial
aircraft and converts passenger aircraft
to refueling and cargo configurations.
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Eying on Unmanned Planes

that the deal may push through despite
India’s pending application to join the
Missile Technology Control Regime.
General Atomics Aeronautical
Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI), is an affiliate of
General Atomics, a leading manufacturer
of Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA)
systems, radars, and electro-optic and
related mission systems solutions.

General Atomics was in news
recently as there were reports that
India has plans to buy 100 General
Atomics built unmanned aerial
vehicles worth $2 billion to support its
internal security and counter terrorism
efforts and to help counter Chinese
incursions into the country’s territory.
Reports quoting industry sources
have indicated India’s interest in both the
armed Avenger drones and the Predator
XP surveillance UAV. The report added
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The company’s Aircraft Systems
business unit is a leading designer and
manufacturer of proven, reliable RPA
including Predator® A, Predator B/MQ-9
Reaper®, Gray Eagle, the new Predator
C Avenger®, and Predator XP. It also
manufactures a variety of state-of-theart digital Ground Control Stations (GCS)
and provides pilot training and support
services for RPA field operations. The
Mission Systems business unit designs,
manufactures, and integrates the
Lynx®Multi-mode Radar and the highly
sophisticated Claw® sensor payload
control and image analysis software on
to both manned and remotely piloted
aircraft. It also integrates other sensor
and communication equipment into
manned Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft and
develops emerging technologies in
high energy lasers, electro-optical
sensors, and meta-material antennas.
GA-ASI is headquartered in Poway,
California and spans multiple facilities
in the San Diego area and in the Mojave
Desert, as well as adjacent to various
customer locations around the U.S.
Dr. Vivek Lall, Chief Executive, U.S.
and International Strategic Development,
General Atomics here answers few
question from Aeromag Asia about the
interest India has evinced in in Predatorseries remotely piloted aircraft.
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Small brief on the
capabilities of GA-ASI?
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems,
Inc., an affiliate of General Atomics,
delivers situational awareness by providing
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA)Systems,
radar, and electro-optic and related
mission systems solutions for military and
commercial applications worldwide. The
company’s Aircraft Systems business unit
is a leading designer and manufacturer
of proven, reliable RPA systems, including
Predator A, Predator B/MQ-9 Reaper, Gray
Eagle, the new Predator C Avenger, and
Predator XP. GA-ASI also manufactures a
variety of state-of-the-art digital Ground
Control Stations (GCS), including the
next-generation Advanced Cockpit GCS,
and provides pilot training and support
services for RPA field operations. The
Mission Systems business unit designs,
manufactures, and integrates the Lynx
Multi-mode Radar and sophisticated
Claw sensor control and image analysis
software into both manned and remotely
piloted aircraft. It also focuses on
providing integrated sensor payloads and
software for Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft platforms and
develops high energy lasers, electro-optic
sensors, and meta-material antennas.

On Products and Services
Each of GA-ASI’s customers has
unique requirements. Our products are
designed to meet those needs without
being a bespoke solution. This includes
having interoperable communications
and intelligence data products from our
Predator family of aircraft and sensors
that can be used across our customers’
surveillance network. The company’s
most recent developments include
expanded interoperability between
dissimilar platforms enabling the sharing
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data and communication systems.

About India’s market potential
GA-ASI is excited to offer our
Predator XP RPA with its wealth of
capabilities to the Indian military. We
plan to strengthen our presence in India
while looking forward to partnering
with Indian industry and growing local
jobs through industrial cooperation,
including research and development,
manufacturing, and technology transfer.

On Engagements in India
GA-ASI has just begun engagement
and looks forward to growing the
relationship with the Indian defence force
as well as the Indian defence industry.

Plans and Associations
for the Indian Market
The Predator family of aircraft fulfills
several missions that are of interest to India
including ISR in support of defense needs,
humanitarian causes, and infrastructure
protection. Our entry in the Indian
market is predicated on communicating
how our reliable market-leading aircraft
can accomplish these missions.
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On the Prospects of the Company
GA-ASI is a company that has always
predicated growth upon innovation.
Besides establishing a strong customer
base, our growth sustainment involves
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industrial cooperation across the
globe looking for best-of-breed
technologies, services, and systems
that enable advanced development
and manufacturing capability.

VEM Technologies on the
Path of Indegenisation
V

V.Venkata Raju
Chairman and Managing Director
VEM Technologies

Could you elaborate on the products,
services and capabilities of VEM
Technologies?
VEM focussed on the following product
verticals:
Missiles: Thanks to DRDO, VEM made
many systems in all major categories of
missiles programmes.Over the last two &
half decades, VEM established most of the
missile technologies and the dedicated
infrastructure required for nose to the tail
of the missiles.
VEM design, develop and supply the Infra
Red Seekers, Servo systems, Avionics, Safe
& arming, Control actuation systems, Power
distribution systems. VEM manufacture and
supply the propulsion systems, Booster &
Sustainer motors and Pneumo-hydraulic
fuel feed systems.
VEM supply also, the ground control
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EM Technologies is an Aerospace & Defence company founded with an objective
to indigenise the defence requirements by design, develop and manufacture
the systems indigenously, and develop key technologies towards self-reliance
and sustenance.
V.Venkata Raju, Chairman and Managing Director, a techno savvy & visionary made
VEM a prominent contributor in Indian Aerospace & Defense industries. VEM has a
highly committed workforce with total strength of over 800, out of which 460 are
the engineers actively involved in the research & development of the advanced
technologies, processes and products. VEM has an excellent team of experts across its
functions, immensely contributing in various systems.
VEM established critical technologies and products along with the relevant
infrastructure including quality systems, vital for defence systems, i.e., Avionics & Inertial
systems, range of control and actuation systems, RF & Communications, Electro-optics
systems and Power Management systems. VEM is one of the major suppliers to many of
the programmes both in domestic and overseas markets for these product lines. VEM
established bulk manufacturing facilities for PCBAs, BLDC & BLAC Motors, Hi-precision
machining for critical mechanisms for RF Seekers, EO gimbals & mechanisms for servo
systems and major fabrication facilities for aero structures. Owing to these facilities and
proven product range, VEM is the major supply partners for many customers.
VEM is geared up to commence a full-fledged micro electronics facilities and
associated test facilities for RF modules for radars, seekers and IR detectors to produce
the large numbers.
VEM is establishing a major green field project in about 400 acres for integration
of missiles, bombs and rockets with the necessary explosive manufacturing and
integration and testing facilities. This will enable VEM to be a major production centre
for missiles in the country. Besides, VEM is coming up with manufacturing facilities like
composite fabrication and associated electro-plating and heat treatment facilities to
meet the volumes. The necessary clearances are at a completion stage.
VEM built advanced R&D group to work on several technologies including Electrical,
Mechanical, Electronics, Software, Electro-Optics, RF & MW and established a strong
team with design capability, tools and instruments. VEM’s R&D is recognised by DST,
GOI. This will be a major strength and bring the value & also true self-reliance in the
country.
Here Venkata Raju, Chairman and Managing Director shares the philosophy and
functions of his Company.

systems, communication systems and
training simulation systems. VEM is
thus a major contributor to the missile
programmes including mission critical
software and supplying the products from
nose to the tail.
Laser Guided Bombs: VEM got an
opportunity to associate, build and supply
all the major sections of LGBs, Seekers,
Servo systems, aero structures and fuses.
VEM could supply large quantities for some
of the major sections of LGBs.
Un-manned Aerial Systems: Electrical
systems, EO Systems, Aero structures,
Power systems, Servo systems avionics and
launch & ground control systems.
Systems for Helicopters & Aircrafts: VEM
developed a good customer base for
systems and working for many systems.
VEM is the major production partner for
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HAL for Onboard forward radar systems
and development partner for Brushless DC
Generators with GCUs. Also, working on EO
Systems. VEM is broadening the product
base for hi-end systems for LCA & LCH
programmes.
Surveillance Systems: An upcoming
division mainly aimed at Land, Naval &
Airborne applications covering the areas
of EO Systems and Radars. In addition, VEM
is also working on Fibre optic sensors and
magnetic sensors for intrusion detection
at sensitive border areas. VEM developed
associated software building blocks for the
integrated border management solutions.
LM-Gyrocam & VEM: VEM is the
Indigenous Partner for Lockheed MartinGyrocam Division in India and working
together on various programmes including
border management programmes.

What are the new initiatives of VEM
Technologies?
VEM took the following initiatives:
Seekers manufacturing facility: The
Seeker facility is one of its kinds having
the state of the art infrastructure in 120K
sq. ft., areato manufacture the range of
RF Seekers. The facility will facilitate key
systemsi.e., vacuum tubes like Klystron,
microelectronics, RF modules, hi-power
electronics for transmitter modulators,
PCBA line for electronics boards, precision
machining for gimbals, antennae and other
RF assemblies. Dip brazing for waveguides
and antennae assemblies andceramic
radome fabrication facilities are also part of
the Seeker facility.
In addition, range of anechoic chambers
and other dynamic test facilities, rate
and motion tables, clean rooms, are also
established to meet the Seeker production
requirements.The Seeker facility is poised
to produce @ 2nos of RF Seekers/day.
Explosives integration facility: Coming
up in a green field project to produce
warheads and propulsion motors for
range of Missiles and Bombs. Complete
operational infrastructure for integration,
testing will be ready by 2017.
Composite Structures: VEM is in the
process of establishing a composite facility
for aero structures and parts for UAVs,
Helicopters.
Could you name some of your key
clients and the work being done for
them?
Thanks to DRDO, BDL, BrahMos, HAL, BEL
and few of the foreign OEMs.
VEM is on the strong footing on DRDO for
over two and half decades and indigenised
many critical systems by successfully
design, development and manufacturing
from nose to the tail of Missies. VEM is a
major partner for CLGM programme where

in all the sub-systems were manufactured
and supplied by VEM.
VEM is the major production partner for
BDL – Akash programme and supply major
sections & sub-systems. VEM has over a
two and half decades association with BDL
and work on several missile programmes,
Konkur, Milan and Invar.
VEM is one of the major production
partners for BrahMos Aerospace for hicritical sections, systems, and sub-systems.
VEM association with HAL is over a decade
and work on several airborne programmes,
Su-30, LCA & LCH.
BEL is another important customer for
Land & Naval systems.
VEM is an approved supply partner for
many a programmes for West Asia AS &
D customers supplying range of major
assemblies, sub-systems and launch
control programmes.
Thanks to the established association
with European and USA customers. VEM
is expanding the businesses for various
programmes.
How has been the year 2015 for VEM
Technologies? What are the operational
highlights?
Witnessed to be a good year, in 2015,
major business decisions for the future
expansions have been consolidated and
the progressive work done in the direction.
To sight a few, indigenous development
of ATGM & LGBs, Upcoming weapon
integration facilities, Seeker manufacturing
facilities and going strong with LMGyrocam as their Indigenous partner is
another important milestone in 2015.
With regard to the operations, the overall
bottom line has been very good and we
exceeded the customers’ expectations on
all the aspects.
What’s being done to sustain future
growth?
VEM has the sustainable product lines
that will enable the continuous production

operations. VEM’s customer centric
approach will certainly helpful for the
customer delight by adhering to the in
time deliveries, quality sustenance and
comparable commercials.
Focusing on the order booking is to
ensure the stable growth prospects and to
support for the long-term business plans.
VEM enjoys the good order book that will
certainly give a good support to focus on
the new products’ developments that will
enable sustained future growth.
VEM’s preparedness to commence the
Seeker production, range of EO systems,
Fuses, RF modules will certainly sustain
the growth prospects. Thanks to the
partnering with LM-Gyrocam division that
will pave a way good business avenues
and building the range of systems required
for various applications including border
management programme.
What’s your take on Indian market?
How are you going to utilize the Make in
India initiative?
VEM identified two critical weapon
systems and got into the indigenous
design, development of ATGM & LGBs
in order to produce them in India.
Incidentally, this is falling in line with the
Government of India’s flagship initiative,
“ Make in India”.
We would take the pleasure in making a
formal announcement on the occasion of
Defexpo 2016, by launching two weapon
systems: Anti Tank Guided Missile, Laser
Guided Bomb
These two systems are technically at
par with the international standards
and commercially viable in India.
VEM is concurrently establishing the
manufacturing facilities to produce @ 10
nos of ATGMs/day and @ 5 nos of LGBs/day
and Proximity Fuzes @ 2000 nos/day at the
peak production levels.
VEM thus look forward to work with the
Services and leverage “Make in India”
policy.
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Tunguska–М1, Self-Propelled
Anti-Aircraft Unit
The Tunguska SPAAU was designed
in the 70s of the last century to provide
detection, IFF identification, and kill
of airplanes, helicopters (including
hovering and suddenly appearing
ones) and low-flying targets while in
move, in halt, and in short stops. The
Tunguska provides kill of ground, water
surface, and parachuted targets.
Many years of experience of
operation of the Tunguska SPAAU
versions 2C6, 2C6M have revealed that
the systems have insufficient jamming
immunity while in launch of missiles
against targets equipped with optical
jamming equipment. In addition, the
systems do not have equipment for
automated receipt and process of
target designations from the High Level
Command Post (HLCP) thus decreasing
efficiency of combat use of SPAAU battery
in case of enemy massed air raid.
The Tunguska-M1 SPAAU obtained
some technical updates that have
allowed expanding its capabilities:
• A new missile with a pulse optical
transponder has been introduced
and missile control equipment has
been upgraded. These upgrades have
considerably enhanced immunity
against optical jamming and increased
the probability of kill of targets
sheltered with such jamming.
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• Missile equipping with a radar proximity
fuse has significantly increased
SPAAU efficiency while in engaging
small-sized targets. Increase of
operation time of missile components
resulted in raising the missile kill
range from 8000 to 10000 m.
• Equipment for automated reception and
processing of external target designation
has been introduced; it integrates via a
radio channel with a battery command
post. The equipment allows automatic
distribution of targets from the battery
command post to battery SPAAUs
(each battery consists of 6 SPAAUs) thus
increasing essentially the efficiency
of combat use of a Tunguska battery
against a massed air raid. Simultaneously
the command post receives information
of SPAAU actions against its target.
• The gunner “load relief” system has
been introduced; it provides automated,
speedy, 2-D target tracking with use
of the optical sight thus allowing
significant simplification of the process
of target tracking by the gunner, at
the same time increasing the tracking
accuracy and decreasing dependence
of effectiveness of use of missiles on
gunner’s professional skill level.
• The TV and thermal imaging channels
with auto-tracking line have been
introduced, the upgrade allows realizing
the passive mode of target tracking and
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round-the-clock use of missile armament.
• A new computer is used in the
updated computing system; it has
better speed and larger memory and
allows increasing the velocity of task
solving and decreasing crew’s errors.
• The radar equipment has passed
upgrading aimed at provision of
receipt and process of external
target designation, of gunner “load
relief” system operation; equipment
reliability has increased, technical
and operational characteristics have
improved. Target detection zone in
altitude has increased to 6000 m (instead
of 3500 m) to allow increasing target
engagement zone in altitude to 6000 m.
Some other subsystems have
been updated with purpose to
improve performance and operational
characteristics of SPAAU.

Updated Shilka SelfProppelled Anti-Aircraft Unit
The 23-mm quad-gun anti-aircraft
unit Shilka is a short-range air defense
system providing air defense for combat
orders of troops and columns in march;
for stationary objects and special trains
against enemy air attacks from altitudes
up to 1500 m and range up to 2500 m. It
may be used for engagement of ground
and water surface targets at distances up

to 2000 m and against parachuted targets.
Having passed combat check in
different regions of the world, even now it
has high firing power and tactical mobility
comparable with nowadays criteria in
its class of anti-aircraft systems; at that,
it easily integrates into organizational
and command structures, it has wellestablished and ramified structure
of repair and personnel training.
Improvement of means and methods
of enemy air attacks for the last 10-15
years and their equipping with modern
weaponry as well as limitations in
delivery of SPTA kits stipulated by finish
of production of many components
caused the necessity of Shilka updating.
The Ulyanovsk Mechanical Plant has
realized activities to update the Shilka
anti-aircraft unit. The updated anti-aircraft
unit has better performance characteristics
in comparison with previous versions.
More advanced fire control system
has been developed and implemented:
• Equipment for receipt and
transmission of data for exchange
with HLCP has been introduced;
• The procedure of processing the
secondary data has been converted from

analogue to digital one
• The radar has been replaced
with a new one of the
same frequency band. All
the equipment (except
the transmitter) has been
converted to a solidstate component base.
The jamming protection
system and range finder
have been converted to
digital data processing.
• A quick-acting, larger
memory digital computing system
has been introduced instead of
analogue computing instrument, gun
and sight converters. The computing
system is based on a modern digital
computer of series production.
• The built-in simulator mode provides
capability of efficient training of radar
operators without use of aviation.
• Introducing the equipment that allows
launching SAM of Igla type has increased
the range of target engagement to 5 km.
Providing combat operation on
the move and on halt, even nowadays
the Tunguska and Shilka anti-aircraft
units are second to none in the world in

their ability to protect efficiently army
subdivisions and stationary objects against
massed air raids from low altitudes.
Airspace Defence Concern
Almaz Antey
41 Vereyskaya St., Moscow
121471, Russia
Tel.: +7(495) 276-29-65,
Tel./fax: +7(495)276-29-69
E-mail: vts@almaz-antey.ru
Ulyanovsk Mechanical Plant
94 Moskovskoye Shosse Motorway,
Ulyanovsk
432008, Russia
Tel.: +7 (8422) 42-03-70
Tel.:/fax: +7 (8422) 32-61-63
Е-mail: ump@aoumz.ru

The first ground-air comms network
tailorable to your mission needs.

The TruNet™ networked communications solution gives your forces the power
to network as never before. It’s the first family of ground, handheld and airborne
software defined radios to ensure secure connectivity across the entire battlespace.
No matter what your unique mission requirements, TruNet can flex to meet them.
Now you have true control of your networked communications.

Full cross-domain interoperability
Tailorable to mission requirements
Easy integration with legacy platforms
More nodes/power, low latency

Visit us at Defexpo India, hall 3, stand 3.2.2-A.
rockwellcollins.com/TruNet
© 2016 Rockwell Collins. All rights reserved.
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Triggering
Torrential
Interplay
I

S K Sharma, Chairman and Managing Director of Bharat Electronics
Limited (BEL), had worked in multiple disciplines covering Electronic
Warfare, Avionics, Network Centric Systems, Radars and Components
in the organisation since 1978. He served in various capacities at BEL’s
Bangalore, Ghaziabad and Hyderabad Units.
He was responsible for the development of Airborne Radar Warning
Receivers and Avionic products in collaboration with DRDO. He was
involved in the indigenous development of components for various
strategic projects and was instrumental in setting up an automated
production facility for Microwave Super-Components. He successfully
executed large land-mobile Electronic Warfare projects and helped
induct advanced Naval ESM systems for the armed forces.
In an interview with Aeromag Asia, S K Sharma lays out detailed
action plans and strategies for BEL to further move up the value chain
and become a full-fledged Lead System Integrator across technology
domains and design value chain amid growing challenges from the
private sector players. Excerpts from the interview:
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n the backdrop of increasing competition
in the defence business from private
industry, what action plan do you have to
maintain your technological edge?
Currently BEL is the system integrator in Military
Radars, Missile Systems, Electronic Warfare and
Avionics and other strategic electronic systems in
collaboration with Private industry and the MSMEs.
Akash Missile System is an excellent example of
Public Private Partnership, which has resulted in a
world-class Missile system. Going forward, there
will be increased private sector participation in the
Indian defence and aerospace sector. Government
is currently exploring a Strategic Partnership
Model, to identify and develop large private sectors
as Lead System Integrators similar to PSUs.
We are bullish on the opportunities available and
keen to capitalise on these opportunities in the
defence and aerospace sector. We will continue
to collaborate with DRDO and select foreign
technology partners and would be working on the
next generation products and systems in the areas
of Radar, Missile Systems, Communication, Naval
Systems and other Defence systems and products.
We are gearing up with strategies and action plans to
maintain our technological edge and ensure future
growth. With our inherent strengths, strong R&D,
state-of-the-art infrastructure, competent workforce
and diverse product range, we intend to retain
our leadership position in strategic electronics.
What new products and services
do you have in the pipeline for the
modernization of the Armed Forces?
We are working in many strategic areas such
as AESA based modern Radars, Next Generation
Electronic Warfare Suites, Air Defence Systems,
Tactical Communication Systems, Battlefield
Management Systems, Passive Night Vision Devices
and Multi-sensor Stabilisation Systems. We have
entered into many strategic alliances for addressing
the emerging requirements of the Indian Defence
forces with Defence laboratories, Ordnance Factory
Board, DPSUs and other reputed global and Indian
companies. The various products and systems
include Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM) systems, Air
Defence Radars, Tactical Communication Systems,
Battlefield Management System, Sonar Systems, Next
Generation Night Vision Devices, Gun upgrades and
new gun programmes, Inertial Navigation Systems,
Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Electronic Ammunition

The only multi-technology company that provides
Total Solutions and Systems
Serving the needs of sectors of National Importance like Atomic Energy, Defence,
Aerospace, Instrumentation & Security and IT & e-Governance
Committed to Self-Reliance
Data Communication Station at Antarctica

Integrated Security System

EVM with VVPAT

Missile Checkout Facility

Control Room for Nuclear Power Plant

Products: Control & Automation Equipment, Computer based Systems,
Communication Systems, Antenna Systems, Encryption and Networking Systems,
Integrated Security Solutions, Electronic Energy Meters, Electronic Voting Machines,
e-Governance Solutions and more.

Electronics Corporation of India Limited

A Government of India (Department of Atomic Energy) Enterprise
Hyderabad - 500062
Telefax: +91 40 27120671

E-mail: cbdg@ecil.co.in
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Fuses, Electronics Systems for Futuristic
Infantry Combat Vehicle (FICV), Satcom
Terminals and Missile Containers.
What plan do you have for
sustained export sales for BEL
products and services?
We achieved the highest ever export
sales of US$ 57.85 million in 2014-15,
registering a growth of 37.7 per cent over
the previous year’s export turnover of $
42 million. The export sale for the year
2015-16 is expected to surpass the targeted
$65 million and touch about $80 million.
We are focussing on opportunities
in the areas of Offset obligations of
vendors in various RFPs of the Ministry of
Defence. The focus is on ‘Build to Print,’
‘Build to Spec’ and ‘Buyer Nominated
Equipment.’ BEL has signed MoUs with
many foreign companies and is working
with major Aerospace and Defence
companies to establish long-term supply
chain relationships. We are also pursuing
possibilities to export products and
systems to friendly countries with the
approval of MoD. Currently, the Coastal
Surveillance Systems, Naval Air Surveillance
Radars, Sonars, Night Vision Devices and
Electronic Voting Machines are being
promoted to South East Asian, Middle
East and African countries. Our long-term
export plan is to reach sustained export
sales to total sales turnover ratio of 10 per
cent from the current level of 5.3 per cent.
As the business environment in
Defence equipment manufacturing is
changing, what strategies do you adopt
for expansion and diversification?
Our export sale till February 29, 2016,
was about US$ 78.36 million surpassing
the target of $65 million for the year
2015-16. It is expected to touch about
$ 85 million by March 2016. Major
programmes being executed during
the year include Naval Surveillance
Radars to Myanmar, TI Fire Control
Systems to Israel, Electro Mechanical
parts to GE & Siemens, among others.
The MoD is encouraging greater
participation of private companies in
defence manufacturing. The increase in FDI
limit to 49 per cent will also help foreign
players to set up joint ventures with
Indian industry. Several strategies have
been adopted by the company to face
competition and have been reasonably
successful. Further, the company has to
work continuously on various fronts to
achieve the competitive advantage.
As a diversification strategy, BEL has
been exploring opportunities in allied
defence and non-defence areas for
enhanced business growth, leveraging its
strengths and capabilities acquired in the
Defence Electronics domain. In the last
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decade, BEL has entered into several new
business areas as part of diversification
efforts and has resulted in substantial
business. Further, efforts are on to enter
into areas like Indigenous SAM systems,
Airborne Radars, Image Intensifier tubes
and Thermal Imaging detectors for Night
Vision Devices, Inertial Navigation Systems,
Electronic Ammunition Fuses, Pressurised
Missile containers, Critical Infrastructure
Protection, Air Traffic Management
Radars, Intelligent Traffic Management
Systems, Solar Power Plants and Smart
City elements for future business growth.
How significant is BEL’s investment
on R&D and Innovation?
BEL has been substantially investing
around 8 per cent of its turnover on R&D
annually and is planning to increase to
10 per cent progressively in the next
three years. A new Product Development
& Innovation Centre for developing
common sub-systems and futuristic
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products is being set up in Bengaluru with
an investment of about Rs 500 crores.
We are also investing on select R&D
projects through collaborative efforts
with niche technology companies.
How would you rate BEL’s
financial health?
BEL is a continuously growing premier
Defence Electronics Navratna company
and has been making profits consistently.
We have been sharing our monetary
growth with consistent dividend
payouts to the shareholders. Recently we
concluded a successful bonus share issue
with the shareholders. The company is
able to meet the incremental working
capital requirements and investments
towards capacity expansion and
modernisation from internal resources.
Effective and efficient funds management
has helped the company to retain the
highest rating by ICRA for both short term
and long term sanctioned bank limits.

‘Buy and Make’ category acquisitions
to create capacity alongside DPSUs will
create healthy competition. BEL with
its inherent strengths in indigenous
design and development, technology
focus, state-of-the-art infrastructure,
competent workforce and diverse product
range, is geared up with new strategies
to face future challenges. Also, as we
migrate towards taking up more system
integration projects, we will collaborate
with large and small private industry in
areas of mutual interest with the objective
of higher outsourcing and indigenisation.

In 2014-15, BEL achieved a turnover of
Rs 6,695 crores, registering a growth of
8.43 per cent with PAT of Rs 1,167 crores.
The PAT to Turnover ratio of the company
is in the range of 15 – 18 per cent in
last five years. We have got a healthy
order book and also good order inflow
projections for the next two-three years.
What is so intriguing about L70
Gun upgrade programme?
BEL had won the order for the L70 gun
upgrade in a global open tender issued
by the Indian Army. The upgradation
is intended to eliminate few of the
operational and maintenance difficulties
faced in the existing L-70 Gun, which is
driven by hydraulics. The upgrade will
provide an effective, autonomous air
defence and also increase the life span
of the equipment with low operating
maintenance cost. The upgrade involves
provision of All Electric drives, Integrated
Fire Control System with Optronic Sight
consisting of Laser Range Finder (LRF), CCD
& Thermal Imaging (TI) Cameras, System
Management Computer, Muzzle Velocity
Radar, Low noise generator, etc. OFB
carries out the necessary modifications
on the existing Gun for BEL to take up
the Electronic Gun upgrade of L-70.
At what stage is the Integrated
Air Command and Control
System (IACCS) project?
When it commenced in October
2015, the project was scheduled to be
completed in 48 months. The work
involves system (software and hardware)
conceptualization, design, development,
installation and commissioning for Air
Defence functions of IAF. The project also
includes creation and development of
infrastructure required for operationalizing
a sophisticated C4I system. In specific,
the system shall integrate a number of
non-collocated, heterogeneous sensors,
and state-of-the-art weapon systems
to effectively deal with intended Air
Defence functions by providing real
time situational awareness across the

air space of the country. IACCS will
integrate low power, low looking to
medium power and long range high
power legacy and state-of-the-art
ground based radars and aerial platforms.
IACCS will include all the existing and
new acquisitions of IAF. The quantity of
radar systems will be decided by IAF.
How is the BEI-Thales Joint
Venture shaping up?
The BEL-Thales Joint Venture Company
(JVC) was incorporated in Bangalore
and is operational. The JVC is focusing
on the development of Cellular / FM Tx
based passive ATM Radars and Multitarget tracking radar for various Defence
applications. The JVC is also engaged
in the maintenance and upgrade of
ATM Radars deployed in India.
What about orders for Akash
Missile System programs?
BEL is executing Akash Missile System
programs for both the Indian Air Force
(IAF) and the Indian Army (through
BDL). The current orders pending for
these systems is about Rs 2,100 crores.
What is the quantum involved
in disinvestment moves?
The Government is planning to
divest about five per cent stake in BEL.
In this regard, roadshows have been
held overseas to attract investors.
Will BEL’s business be affected at
all by Indian government’s policy
decisions relating to ‘Strategic
Partner’ from the private sector?
The Government’s plan to identify
strategic partners from private industry
to participate in big purchases under

What game plan do you contemplate
to maintain your leadership
position in the Defence sector?
India has evolved as the most lucrative
aerospace and defence market globally
with mega acquisition programs coupled
with the government’s proactive stance
towards modernisation of the Indian
defence forces. The defence budget, as
projected by FICCI, in the next 10 years
is to the tune of US$ 620 billion with 50
per cent for capital acquisitions for the
Indian defence forces. The Indian Defence
Aviation industry is one of the fastest
growing markets in the world propelled
by this increasing defence spend. As per
the FICCI report, the annual opportunity
for Indian companies (PSU and Private)
is expected to reach $41 billion in size
by FY22 and $168 billion of cumulative
opportunity between FY14-22 driven
by domestic and external demand.
In the changing business environment,
BEL has taken several steps towards
enhancement of in-house R&D such as
creation of short-, medium-, and longterm Technology Plans, close co-operation
with DRDO Labs, other national research
laboratories and R&D organisations
including academia, R&D Committees
to chart out technology roadmaps and
action plans and collaborative R&D
with niche technology companies.
In association with DRDO labs, we
are developing the next generation
modern Radars (AESA-based), Surface
to Air Missile Systems, Electronic
Warfare suites for fighter aircraft and
helicopters, Integrated EW systems
for various terrains for the Indian
Army, Software Defined Radios for
the Armed forces, Thermal Imaging
sights for Tanks and Weapons, etc.
We are currently playing the role of
a System Integrator and will continue
to involve and play a collaborative role
in developing the large private sector
players and MSMEs in the growth path.
We expect to further move up the value
chain and become a full-fledged Lead
System Integrator across technology
domains and design value chain.
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Rosoboronservice:
Giving out a new beginning

Dr. V.G. Jayaprakasan
Managing Director

R

osoboronservice (India) Ltd., was incorporated as an
Indian company on 28th April, 2005 after decrees
of the President and Government of the Russian
Federation. The founder members of the company are
Rosoboronexport, Avrora Corporation, Granit, Meridian,
Altair, Salute, Tactical Missile Corporation, and Electropribor
from Russia and M/s. Krasny Marine Services Pvt. Ltd from
India.
The board of directors comprises the General Directors of all
the promoter companies, which is expected to ensure quicker
decision-making and speed of execution.
The mandated activities of the company include repairs
and maintenance of systems to spare parts supply, training
of personnel, logistics support, upgradation, installation and
commissioning. Thus, it is a major initiative from the Russian
side to improve product support and make it available at the
doorstep of the Indian Armed Forces.
The concept, genealogy business model and legal
framework of the JV Rosoboronservice (India) are unique
and are oriented towards single window solutions for the
problems associated with after sales support for Russian
origin assets of the Indian Armed Forces in strict compliance
with Indo-Russian Inter Governmental Commission on
Military Technical Co-operation.
The JV has made considerable investments in creation of
state-of-the-art workshops and repair facilities in Mumbai
and Goa towards enhancing self reliance in repair and
maintenance of Russian Origin assets of our Navy.
The JV has also brought Russian OEM specialists for repairs
and type-training of retired Navy Personnel employed in our
30
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company. It is envisioned that within the next 3 to 5 years the JV would
be in a position to imbibe system level expertise for rendering repair
and maintenance services at very competitive prices. The new venture
gives employment to highly skilled, retired ex-servicemen of the Indian
Armed Forces, thereby harnessing their Core Competence and training
to productive use in the cause of the nation.
This in itself is a note worthy effort as, thousands of highly skilled
technical personnel retire
every year, even though
they still have many years of
productive life ahead of them.
It is also relevant to state that
the JV’s Indian promoter, M/s.
Krasny Marine Services Pvt.
Ltd. over the last 22 years have
demonstrated its commitment
towards
enhancing
self
reliance in Defence Equipment
Maintenance by setting up
repair infrastructure along the
coast line at Mumbai, Goa,
Karwar, Kochi and Visakhapatnam. Apart from undertaking wholesome
refits of Coast Guard Ships and system level repairs complex naval
equipment, Krasny is credited with excellence in finding alternative
solutions for intricate technical problems of Russian origin systems of
the Army.
The JV is now doing course correction and expanding its Indian
partnership base and planning to get into manufacturing; sourcing
technology and expertise from its Russian partners whose equipment
straddle platforms across Indian armed forces.
This is consistent with the Prime minister’s make in India Initiative, in
which the Russian partners have shown great enthusiasm.

Chief Specialist Briefing on Repairs at Service Center.

Bavaria - Ideal Partner for
Growth and Development

John Kottayil
Executive Director
Invest in Bavaria – India Office

B

avaria, the southernmost and the
largest Federal State of Germany,
acts as a gateway to the large
South East and East European markets
with its 500 million consumers. Bavaria is
well-known for its automobile prowess,
innovation, life sciences and also for its
excellent infrastructure, well-educated
human resources besides acting as a hub
for the European Market.
The Key technologies which are most
important to Bavaria lie in the sectors
of Aerospace & Satellite Navigation,
Automotive
Industry,
Biotechnology,
Chemical Industry, Electrical Engineering
&
Electronics,
Energy
Technology,
Environmental
Technology,
Financial
Services,
Information
Technology,
Logistics, Mechanical Engineering Industry,
Mechatronics, Media, Medical Technology,
Nanotechnology, New Materials and
Photonics.
With its multifaceted and conducive
industrial climate, Bavaria continues to
attract a wide spectrum of competitive
suppliers, potential customers and cooperation partners which could be a winwin situation for any trading partner.
As a globally active market, Bavaria is

home not only to many major global
conglomerates such as BMW, Audi, Adidas,
Puma, Allianz, EADS, MAN and Siemens,
but also has a very strong base of small
and medium sized industries, trade and
the services sector. With Munich as its
capital, other major cities of Bavaria viz.,
Regensburg, Ingolstadt, Wurzburg, Greater
Nuremberg and Augsburg are all centres
providing high-tech services.
Business in Bavaria
More than 1,500 foreign high-tech firms
have established themselves in Bavaria
in the recent times. It is from here that
they operate their businesses successfully,
far beyond the borders of Bavaria and
Germany. Facts and figures themselves
speak about the importance doing
business in Bavaria.
Aerospace sector
More than 550 companies.
More than 60,000 employees – including
airlines & airports.
More than 7 bn € in revenues per year in
manufacturing.
More than 50 % export share – worldwide
customers.

More than 18 % R&D share.
More than 300 m € government subsidies
since 2000.
Aviation
Long tradition of manufacturing civil
and military systems and subsystems:
Aircrafts, helicopters, UAVs, missiles,
engines, structures, avionics and airport
systems.
Headquarters of MTU Aero Engines,
Airbus Defence and Space or Airbus
Helicopters Germany.
Main business sites of leading suppliers
like Diehl Aerospace, Premium Aerotec,
Liebherr, IABG, ESG and many more.
Entire value chain in many segments.
Infrastructure
International airport Munich:
* Second largest airport in Germany with
around 250 destinations in 70 countries.
Regularly awarded as one of the best
airports worldwide (World Airport
Award).
* International airport Nuremberg:
Second largest airport in Bavaria with
more than 3.6 m passengers per year.
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Space Technology
Manufacturing of satellites, space transportation systems,
subsystems, services and applications.
Headquarters of Airbus Defence and Space, MT Aerospace, OHB
System, IABG and many more.
Bavaria on Mars
Bavarian company NANOPLUS developed
laser for NASA`s Curiosity Rover.
Bavaria on Churyumov-Gerasimenko
Bavarian company
PYROGLOBE developed anchoring system for Philae lander.
Bavaria and India
Around 70 Indian companies have set up their offices in various
cities of Bavaria for easy access to the entire European region.
India has also steadily gained importance as a market for Bavarian
exports. The State of Bavaria opened its office in India at Bangalore
in 2001 to offer first hand service for Indian investors.
Bavaria is one of the Indian strongholds in Germany with a very
vibrant Indian community. With the Indian companies here, the
Indian community has blossomed. There are a multitude of Indian
restaurants, specialty markets, cultural associations catering to the
Indian needs in Bavaria which also makes them feel at home.
The State of Bavaria India Office in Bangalore provides all the
help to Indian companies in setting up and expanding business

operations in Bavaria by providing information, location analysis,
data support and a professional network in the business and
government area.
Invest in Bavaria- Bavaria’s India liaison office
The State of Bavaria opened its Office in India at Bangalore in 2001
and ‹Invest in Bavaria› is the special division within the department
of the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Media, Energy and
Technology. This business promotion agency is the central, singlestop point of contact within the Bavarian Ministry of Economic
Affairs for all companies interested in setting up and expanding
business units in Bavaria. This provides information, location
analysis, data support and a professional network in the business
and government area.
Services are free, confidential and individually tailored with an
excellent team of professionals to assist you in each and every
aspect for promoting business.
For further details:
Mr. John Kottayil, Executive Director, Invest in Bavaria –
India Office, Prestige Meridian 2, 12th floor, Unit 1201, 30 MG
Road, Bangalore – 560 001. Tel: +91 80 40965025, 41247682
Web: www.invest-in-bavaria.in

Rosoboronexport to widen cooperation with India

J

SC Rosoboronexport, a subsidiary
of Rostec State Corporation, will
discuss with its Indian partners joint
projects for further modernisation of the
Indian armed forces at the DEFEXPO India
2016 International land and naval systems
exhibition to be held in Naqueri Quitol in
Quepem Taluka of South Goa from 28 to 31
March.
“India is willing to develop its own
defence industry in accordance with
the “Make in India” programme. We
are ready to propose new large-scale
projects for implementation in the
interests of all military services with the
most extensive involvement of
Indian businesses, of relevant
technology
transfers
and
organisation of joint and license
productions. At the present time,
for instance, we are in talks on
the feasibility of developing
Project 75 (I) submarines based
on the latest Amur-1650 dieselelectric submarines, and on the
procurement of an additional
lot of Project 11356 frigates
and setting up of their license
production in India”, – said Sergei
Goreslavsky, deputy director
general of JSC Rosoboronexport
who heads the joint delegation
of Rostec State Corporation and JSC
Rosoboronexport.
At the Rosoboronexport stand one will
find promotional materials with data on
more than 200 items of Russian-made
armaments and military equipment.
It is expected that foreign specialists
32

will pay special attention to
notable items such as the
T-90MS main battle tank,
BMP-3
infantry
combat
vehicle, Kalashnikov assault
rifles of the hundredth series,
air defence systems such as
S-400, Pantsir-S1 and TorM2KM (mounted on the
Indian-made TATA chassis),
Amur-1650 submarine, Project
11356 frigate, Project 11711E
large landing ship, Project
21301 rescue vessel, and
Project 12701 Alexandrite-E
mine countermeasures ship.
At the exhibition JSC
Rosoboronexport will also market a new
comprehensive project named “Integrated
Security Systems” which has absorbed all
Russian and global experience amassed
in the design and implementation of
counter-terrorist and law-enforcement
support systems, and a project for the
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development of an automated tactical
command and control system adapted
to meet the requirements of the Indian
armed forces. The implementation of these
projects suggests wide cooperation with
Indian companies that will allow them to
acquire necessary unique competencies.
Besides, by integrating dedicated technical
means, equipment and armaments already
available in India, development costs of
integrated security systems and automated
tactical command and control systems can
be significantly cut.
The newest Verba man-portable air
defence missile system will be shown
for the first time at a foreign exhibition.
It boasts enhanced combat capabilities,
in comparison with its predecessors,
including engagement of such small-size
targets as cruise missiles and unmanned
aerial vehicles. Rosoboronexport will
also explore with Indian partners issues
concerning maintenance and upgrading of
earlier supplied equipment.
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Elbit Systems’ HermesTM 900

The Newest and Most Advanced UAS
offers Multi-Mission performance

F

ollowing the changes in policy that
the Indian market is undergoing due
to the “Make in India” program, the
regulatory environment is now more open
to cooperation, and cooperation is part of
Elbit Systems’ DNA. As a high technology
company Elbit Systems’ vision is to achieve
operational excellence in its target markets,
India being one of them. We see the “Make
in India” program as a unique opportunity
to contribute to making India a global
manufacturing center.
Elbit Systems’ business philosophy
encourages partnerships with local
industries and the utilization of regional
capabilities. The Company has already
established partnerships with a number
of leading Indian companies, including
Hindustan Aircraft, Bharat Electronics and
Bharat Forge and it takes pride in these
cooperations.
Offering a unique combination of
capabilities, a strong local presence,
extensive investment in research &
development and emphasis on increased
productivity, Elbit Systems is determined
to establish a strong leadership position
in the Indian market in each of its core
businesses. Operating as a multi-domestic
organization, the company focuses its
efforts both globally and locally (GloCal) in
order to more effectively meet the needs of
its customers.
The newest and most advanced
Unmanned
Aircraft
System
(UAS),
HermesTM 900 is a next-generation multimission, multi-payload Medium Altitude
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Long Endurance (MALE) UAS. The Hermes
900 UAS has been selected by the Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF), Switzerland, Brazil,
Chile and additional undisclosed customers
and is the most suited solution for any type
of persistent ISR, area dominance, ground
support, and maritime patrol mission.
Designed for minimal maintenance,
Hermes 900 is not only a highly mission
effective system but also a system with
lower life cycle costs.
Hermes 900 is a natural extension of the
successful Hermes 450, which has a track
record of over 500,000 accumulated flight
hours. Among the key capabilities offered
by the Hermes 900 are longer endurance,
flight altitude of 30,000 ft. and a large
payload capacity (up to 350kg). A unique
2.5 meter long internal payload bay is
provided, capable of accommodating up
to 250 kg and allowing quick modular
payload installation and replacement,
as well as additional payload installation
capacity including four hard points under
the wings. The UAS includes innovative
avionics and electronic systems, a low noise
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The newest and most
advanced Unmanned
Aircraft System (UAS),
recently selected by
the Swiss Federal
Department of Defence,
Civil Protection and
Sport (“DDPS”)

The company has already
established partnerships with
a number of leading Indian
companies and is determined
to establish a strong
leadership position for the
Hermes 900 in the country

engine, as well as solutions that can be
offered for sense & avoid capabilities
and safe integration of the UAS into the
relevant air space.
Hermes 900 was developed in accordance
with STANAG 4671 to the highest standards
of safety and airworthiness. To facilitate
capabilities to operate in adverse weather
a suite of payloads is available as well as
payloads such as SAR/GMTI capable of
operating in cloud conditions.
The advanced Hermes 900 systems’
architecture separates safety critical
flight systems from mission systems
providing much greater flexibility and
cost/optimization in integration of new,
even customer indigenous, payloads. The
modular internal payload bay is also an
important enabler for easy and modular
payload integration and installation.
Hermes 900 system provides rich and
versatile multi-payload configurations
offering unique cutting edge sensors
and systems with flexible and modular
installation. The following payloads and
sensors are offered to accomplish a wide
variety of missions:
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• Digital
EO/IR/Laser
payload
– DCoMPASSTM
• SAR/GMTI & MPR Radar
• SIGINT payloads: Skyfix COMINT/DF;
Skyfix-G COMINT GSM system; SKYJAM
communication jamming system; AES
210 V/V2 ESM (ELINT) system; additional
EW systems
• Stand off Long Range EO/IR/Laser
system - AMPS
• Electro optic Mapping and Survey/
Scanning system - LASSO
• Wide Area Persistent System (WAPS)
• Other  payloads
• Customer designated payloads
Hermes 900 also offers an advanced
satellite communication data link and is
operated from Elbit Systems’ Universal
Ground Control Station (UGCS), enabling
advanced mission management, highly
autonomous and mission effective
operation and automatic takeoff and
landing capability common to all the UAS
in the Hermes family.
The advantages of using Satellite
Communications (SATCOM):
SATCOM is extremely important for a UAS
in the Hermes 900’s category as it provides
significantly enhanced mission flexibility.
Leveraging SATCOM and Hermes 900’s
long endurance, the system can perform
missions at very long distances from the
operating base constituting a “long arm”
capability. In addition, the UAS can takeoff
from a launch and recovery site in theater
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and be controlled from a mission station
positioned remotely and conveniently
in the user’s home facilities thousands of
miles away. Another significant advantage
of SATCOM is the ability to fly at very low
altitudes, without the limitation of line of
sight obstruction caused by topography, as
there is no need for line of sight between
the UAS and its ground control station. In
order to implement this capability, Elbit
Systems uses a cutting edge SATCOM
system that combines highly advanced
technologies, increasing band width
efficiency and assuring maximum cost
A highly cost-effective
solution that allows maximum
operational flexibility of
due to its unique plug and
play payload bay, enabling
multiple payload options
for multiple missions

effectiveness for its customers.
The Universal Ground Control Stations
(UGCS) is capable of controlling multiple
types of UAS, our UGCS incorporate
functionality derived from decades of UAS
operations in Israel and support all mission
phases from mission planning and preflight
checks, through mission execution, debrief
and training. Elbit Systems’ UGCS is
especially designed for maximal flexibility
in incorporating various payload types,
data links and even other types of UAS.
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The UGCS is capable of concurrently
controlling two parallel UAS missions
using two Ground Data Terminals (GDTs).
Each basic mission is fully controlled by a
single operator. Hermes ground control
station’s operation is highly autonomous
and implements an advanced, proven,
and ergonomic Human Machine Interface
design. The high level of system autonomy
enables the operator to focus on mission
execution rather than on flying the air
vehicle. For example, the same operator
can control both the air vehicle and the EO/
IR/Laser payload including slaving the air
vehicle to the payload (“fly-by-camera:”).
The UGCS is capable of disseminating
data and video via WAN to remote HQ
and/or other networked entities and can
be integrated into the customer’s C4I
infrastructure. Supporting maritime patrol
applications is an embedded maritime
command and control capability.
Hermes 900 broadens the Elbit Systems’
UAS portfolio, which offers its customers
a variety of mission capabilities, from
mini-UAS, through tactical UAS, and up
to higher chains of command for ground,
naval and air forces. The operational
experience
accumulated
by
the
Hermes systems for the Israeli Defense
Forces and other leading armies
worldwide, as well as the ongoing
improvements based on its operational
track record, have maintained this UAS
family’s leadership in performance,
reliability, variety of mission-oriented
payloads and more.

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
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GRSE Poised for a Giant Leap

G

Rear Admiral (Retd) A. K. Verma,
CMD, GRSE

arden Reach Shipbuilders &
Engineers Ltd. (GRSE) started
its journey in 1884 as a small
workshop to repair vessels of River Steam
Navigation Company. The Company was
taken over by the Government of India in
1960 and there was no looking back since
then. GRSE was conferred the status of Mini
Ratna Category-1 Company in 2006.
GRSE’s primary role has been building
warships and other vessels for the
Indian Navy and the Indian Coast Guard.
Over the years, GRSE has proved its
capabilities for in-house ship design &
ship building and has made significant
contribution to the success of indigenous
warship construction programme. GRSE
has emerged as a leading shipyard of
India, building a wide array of vessels,
from state of the art Fast Attack Crafts to
world class stealth Frigates. Apart from
ship building and ship repair, GRSE has
also diversified into engineering business
with product profile of Pre-fabricated
Steel Bridges, various Deck Machinery and
Assembly/Testing/Overhauling of MTU
Diesel Engines.

Rear Admiral (Retd) A. K. Verma,CMD,GRSE presenting dividend
cheque to Defence Minister Mr. Manohar Parrikar.
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The first indigenous warship of India,
“INS AJAY”, was built by GRSE in 1961.
The first ever warship built for export,
Offshore Patrol Vessel CGS Barracuda, was
built by GRSE for Mauritius. This ship was
commissioned on 12th March 2015 at Port
Louis, Mauritius, on the National Day of
Mauritius, in the presence of the Prime
ministers of both countries. Since 1960,
GRSE built 95 ships and delivered to Indian
Navy, Indian Coast Guard and Mauritius
Coast Guard. These include Frigates,
ASW Corvettes, Missile Corvettes, Tanker,
Landing Ships, Fast Attack Crafts, Survey
Vessels, Offshore Patrol Vessel and many
other types of ships.
GRSE has been consistently making
profits and paying dividend to the
Government of India since 1993-94. GRSE
has been conferred the “Best Performing
Defence Shipyard Award” for four
consequitive years from 2010-11.
GRSE has won the prestigious Raksha
Mantri’s Awards for import substitution in
developing critical marine systems such
as “Helicopter Traversing System” and
innovation in “Design & Manufacturing of

Rear Admiral (Retd) A.K.Verma receiving award from
Shri.Pranab Mukherjee, President of India.

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi at Mauritius after commissioning GRSE made ship,
Barracuda. Rear Admiral (Retd) A. K. Verma,CMD ,GRSE also seen.
Double Lane Pre-fabricated Steel Bridge.
Future Expansion Programmes
GRSE has made tremendous strides
in recent years and the future business
prospects are good. INS Kamorta, the
first ASW Corvette delivered by GRSE is
performing very well and generating keen
interest among Navies across the world.
The second of the Class, INS Kadmatt, has
also been delivered. Successful delivery
of “Barracuda” to Mauritius has evoked
tremendous interest in neighboring
countries. Many countries are now showing
keenness to build warships in India.
GRSE is following a well laid blue print
for growth, expansion and diversification
to meet the future defence needs of the
country. Towards this end, GRSE acquired
Raja Bagan Dockyard in July 2006 from
CIWTC, to establish a dedicated facility
for small ship business. The shipyard has
completed a modernization project with
an aim to build quality ships in reduced
timeframe with Modular Construction
Technology. The modernisation project
has created state of the art shipbuilding
facilities comprising of a 10,000 Ton Dry
Dock, a 4,500 Ton Inclined Berth and a
large Module Hall with sliding roof for
consolidation of Mega-Hull Blocks. All
these three major facilities are co-located
and covered by a giant Goliath Crane of
250 Ton Capacity, to provide modern
infrastructure for Integrated Modular
Construction.
Thus GRSE has created excellent
infrastructure and capabilities for in-house
design and construction of a wide range
of sophisticated warships from fast Attack
Crafts to Frigates, to fully meet the needs of

state of the art warships for Indian Navy
and Indian Coast Guard.The modernisation
has created necessary infrastructure for
construction of state of the art Frigates
and Destroyers in GRSE. This has paved
the way for executing the order for super
sophisticated Frigates under Project P-17A.
The capabilities created by GRSE and
recent landmark achievements in the area
of warship design and construction, have
created the conditions for good future

Rear Admiral (Retd) A.K.Verma receiving
Raksha Mantri’s award for excellence from
Defence Minister Mr Manohar Parrikar.
business prospects for GRSE.
GRSE-built warships have participated
in international exhibitions and received
rave reviews. Based on the responses and
interactions, GRSE is of the opinion that
there is a market for its products in the
developing nations of Far East, Africa,
Middle East and Latin America.
Buoyed by the response to its products,
GRSE is concentrating with a focused
agenda on the export market for its
products such as “Landing Ship Tank”, “Fast
Attack Crafts”, “Offshore Patrol Vessels”,
“Inshore Patrol Vessels” and “Pre-fabricated
Steel Bridges”.
GRSE is participating in the global
tender for construction of two Frigates
for Philippine Navy. It is the only Indian
shipyard to have qualified for this
international tender, with competition
from leading global players.
With proven capabilities to design &
build state of the art warships and robust
order book, GRSE is now poised to grow
into a major shipbuilding company. GRSE
is actively pursuing its goal to become an
integral part of defense preparedness of
the country, aimed at self-reliance. GRSE’s
aim is to become a leading shipbuilding
yard as well as multi-dimensional
engineering company with high quality,
competitive prices and timely delivery as
our hallmarks.
GRSE has embarked upon a variety
of initiatives to meet these challenges.
Some of these initiatives are technology
and infrastructure up-gradation, process
improvements, skill development of human
resources, expansion and development of
vendor base and increased focus towards
customer satisfaction.
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Seamless
Splendour
From developing antenna feed systems for
ISRO to producing transducers and sensors for
defence sector, ECIL has even reached out to
Antarctic. What is new at the strategic front?
We have always been known as a strategic electronics
company. We would like to continue this journey and
try to develop critical technologies required for strategic
sectors. We were one of the first few people to get in to
the aerospace sector from a small suit-case terminal to
mammoth 32-mtr antenna we designed, developed and
supplied to Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). We
have been one of the prime suppliers for all requirements
of ISRO. Our portfolio includes earth station antennae,
small antennae and deep space network antennae.
Last year we supplied a data reception centre at Antarctica,
for National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC). As spinoffs
from aerospace achievements, we have moved on to similar
systems required for defence sector, particularly, VSAT
solutions. As for small components, we have developed
transducers and sensors for DRDO, RCI Laboratories;
one of them is the actuator for Astra Missile. Similarly on
the sensor side, we have been able to make LVDTs.
This is one of the very closely guarded technologies in
the world for missile programmes. We have been making
the small potentiometers, which we now provide for the
indigenous AKASH missile system. The inertial sensors, like
gyros, synchros, that we make are now utilised in gun control,
battle tanks like T-72 and BMP-II type of applications. We
have also developed sensor packages which are very critical
for some of our aerospace and defence applications.

P. Sudhakar, Chairman
and Managing Director,
Electronics Corporation of
India, speaks to Aeromag Asia
about the glorious saga of
innovative revolution in the
field of strategic electronics
spearheaded by ECIL, on the
threshold of its Golden Jubilee.
Excerpts from the interview:
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How is the progress in ECIL’s missile support systems?
We have been in the Akash missile development program
right from its inception. We have developed the command
control software required for these applications. There are
many new concepts like multi-sensor fusion, and assessment
of the threat perception, then the kill capacity. All these
things, we need to incorporate in our software and that
is what we have done. We have successfully deployed
the C4I systems – command control communication,
computer and intelligent systems – for the Akash weapon
systems for the Air force as well as Army requirements. This
is one of the critical equipments, more like a heart of the
system for the Akash missile. We also have missile check
out facilities for the Akash missile program, both of these
things indigenously developed with the support of DRDO.
We have been involved with Brahmos missile too from
the very beginning. We developed the entire C4I ground
support systems, including Mobile Command Post as
well as Mobile Autonomous Launcher, for Brahmos and
we have gone into the serial production; we have already
supplied for two regiments of the Army and one squadron
of the Air force. These are very complex systems involving
the VSAT Communication Systems too. We are supplying
sensors and actuators for the ASTRA programme also.

Though it is still in the initial stages of
development, one of our most recent
breakthroughs would be the airborne
radar C41 placed on the missile. This is
a very high-end technology, which is
developed only in a few countries. I am
very happy to share with you that this
critical technology has been successfully
developed in ECIL at lab level; we
have completed all tests and met the
requisite specifications and very shortly
it will be going for the flight trials.
ECIL is well-known for its
integrated security systems. As
threat perceptions increase what
new solutions do you offer?
We have been pioneers and in the
forefront in security systems for the past
many years. We designed and developed
an integrated security system for the
Indian Parliament. We continue to support
the system and we bring upgrades
into it. It is one of the finest systems in
operation. We have been supplying such
integrated security systems for various
important installations in the country
like the nuclear power plants, some of
the strategic locations of the defence
and some key offices and residents like
Rashtrapati Bhavan. We have supplied
integrated security systems for the Delhi
Secretariat and many state legislative
assemblies in the country. As the threat
perception is increasing, we are able
to come up with newer solutions and
newer products in the security sector.
ECIL’s Electronic Voting Machines
have proved to be simple and
very user-friendly. Is there much
demand from abroad for these?
We have supplied our Electronic Voting
Machines to our neighbouring countries
like Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan. We
have more demands from some African
countries. We had to totally customise
those machines specifically for one
of the African countries modifying it
according to the language and different
literal process applicable there. We
have an exclusive state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility, located in a
40 acre campus; we manufacture the
entire voting machine in a most secure
environment. We have established
special processes and procedures to
ensure that whatever we manufacture
is technologically up to the mark and at
the same time the whole manufacturing
process is very secured, transparent
and traceable. We have supplied more
than 8 lakhs of these machines to the
Central Election Commission in India
and a substantial number to the State
Election Commissions as well. We are in
the process of expanding the production

Commitment and Success
P. Sudhakar, Chairman and Managing Director of Electronics
Corporation of India Limited, Hyderabad, has been with ECIL
since 1979. He has contributed immensely towards development
of systems for Nuclear, Defence, Aerospace, Security, Information
technology and e-governance sectors in the country.
He did his graduation in Electrical Engineering from National
Institute of Technology, Warangal and post-graduation in
Integrated Electronics and Circuits from Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi. He had undergone Advanced Management
Training at European schools of Management in France, Italy and
Germany.
Sudhakar has specialised in the areas of design, manufacturing,
testing and commissioning of Control and Instrumentation systems
required for Indian Nuclear program. The systems developed and
delivered by him are successfully operating at all the indigenously
built Nuclear Power Plants in India. He built the Command and
Control systems for BRAHMOS and AKASH Missile Programme
in close association with Defence Research and Development
Laboratory. He is associated with number of projects of strategic
importance for the nation undertaken by ECIL.
Under his leadership ECIL received the prestigious SCOPE
Gold Trophy for R&D, Technology Development and Innovation
for 2012-13 and INS Industrial Excellence Award for 2013-14.
He was awarded as Electronics Man of the Year 2013-14 by
Electronics Industries Association. NIT Warangal presented
him Distinguished Alumni Professional Achievement Award in
2014. He was honoured with Lifetime Achievement Award by
International Society Automation in 2015 for his outstanding
contributions to Automation in India.
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capacity for the voting machines.
What are the prospects for
e-governance applications?
As we revolutionised the Indian literacy
process with our Electronic Voting
Machine, we see many opportunities in
the e-governance area also. We were first
in automating bank operations here. We
launched computers in the banking sector
and subsequently introduced them in the
insurance sector also. We have developed
applications for various government
departments. For example, the Sales
Tax department in Maharashtra uses
our applications for revenue collection.
Similarly, in Karnataka land revenue
records automation was implemented
with our technological support. Another
vital application was for the procurement
market of local farm products. When
the farmers go and sell their products
in the market, it involves lot of manual
processes; we have automated the process,
where they can go to a counter, check the
current rates, declare what produce they
propose to sell and immediately collect the
cheque for it. This is a simple application
which is very useful to farmers. .
ECIL now has a variety of products
in various advanced sectors. Do you
propose to venture into new areas of
operation or go in for collaborations?
The prime motto of ECIL has always
been self-reliance in electronics. So
in the earlier days in 1960s and 1970s
whatever was required for the country
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in the electronic field we made it,
whether it was small components like a
capacitor or resistor or home appliances
like Television. EC TV was one of the
most popular television sets available in
India. ECIL was the first company in India
to make digital computers and many
applications around the digital computers.
We delivered both the hardware and
software in large quantities. So for us,
Make in India is not a new thing; we have
been making in the country right from
the inception. But with changing times
we have been looking at opportunities
for technological collaborations.
Today we conceive a product as a
judicious mix of both indigenous as
well as collaborative technologies.
We have collaborated with international
firms for many products including
defence products and we have been
exploring every opportunity that comes
and assessing the merits before taking a
decision on partnerships. Currently we
have very successful collaborations with
foreign vendors and we are going ahead.
We have a Joint Venture, ECILRapiscan Ltd. Rapiscan.
Rapiscan is a US company that makes
baggage inspection systems. Today
in every airport in the country you
would see ECIL Rapiscan X-ray baggage
inspection systems. It’s a profit making
company with a turnover of Rs 80 crores.
Research and innovation plays a
crucial role in the development of
organisations in your area. How far
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ECIL has progressed in this regard?
In a field like electronics without R&D it
will be very difficult. We need to constantly
innovate, bring out new products and keep
abreast with the new developments in the
sector. For the last 49 years, our lifeline
has been research and development. In
all these years, we have brought out so
many innovative products – from the first
digital computer, TV, programmable logic
controller, 32-mtr deep-space antenna,
which has been successfully used for the
‘Chandrayan’ project, or the C4I systems
that we developed for the missile program,
to the latest electronics voting machines.
These are all fruits of indigenous R&D.
How is the order book position?
Somewhere in the late 90s we crossed
Rs 1,000 crores turnover mark and we
have been maintaining it ever since
with reasonably good profits. Last year
we had about Rs 50 crores of profit and
a turnover of Rs 1,200 crores plus. We
have reasonably good orders; we will be
closing this financial year with more than
Rs 2000 crores worth of the order book.
How do you propose to celebrate
the Golden Jubilee Year?
On April 11, 2016 we will be entering into
the 50th year. We would wish to meet all
our customers, partners, supporters and
reassure them that we would continue on
this glorious path of critical technology
developments and deployment and
let us all make our country proud with
all kinds of innovative products.
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BrahMos Aerospace, a joint venture between Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) of India
and Military Industrial Consortium NPO Mashinostroyenia
of Russia, has become a role model by integrating publicprivate industries from India and Russia as a consortium of
Missile Industry Complex. It has penetrated the international
market with the most potent weapon system for precision
strike and a Force Multiplier in Network Centric Warfare.
As the name represents the fury of Brahmaputra and the
grace of Moskva rivers, BrahMos is today a commendable
paradigm of seamless integration and rapid development of
high technology defence products in the world market. The
company is responsible for designing, developing, producing
and marketing the BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile, which
has a flight range of 290 km with a speed of 2.8 Mach.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, while visiting the
BrahMos pavilion at the Maritime Exhibition (MAREX)
during the International Fleet Review (IFR-16) held
recently in Visakhapatnam, hailed the BRAHMOS
missile system as a successful role-model for ‘Make In
India’ and contributing significantly in strengthening
the defence and security of the nation.
Development and integration of the air-launched
version of BRAHMOS is currently at an advanced stage.
BrahMos Managing Director and CEO Sudhir Mishra, in an
interview with the AeroMag Asia, speaks about integration
of BRAHMOS into Su-30MKI aircraft and developing
advanced BRAHMOS variants. Excerpts from the interview:

Mr Sudhir Kumar Mishra
MD & CEO, BrahMos

For Precision Strike
Air-launching BRAHMOS
from Supersonic Fighter Jet
Could you talk about the handing
over of the first BRAHMOS-integrated
Su-30MKI to Indian Air Force?
The first modified Su-30MKI, which
will test-fire BRAHMOS, has been handed
over to the Indian Air Force during the Aero
India show at Bangalore in February 2015.
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd carried out the
modifications in the Russian-made fighter
jet in a very short time-span and integrated
the BrahMos Aerospace-designed launcher
with the aircraft. Modification of the second
test aircraft has also been completed
and on January 7, 2016 the first sortie was
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conducted with the modified aircraft. We
hope to complete the flight trials by this
year end from the aircraft after which the
process of deliveries will start.
What are the challenges faced in the
programme of integration of BRAHMOS
into Su-30MKI aircraft?
Technically, there were several
challenges. Firstly, the Su-30 is a long-range
supersonic strike fighter having a payload
carrying capacity of 8-ton. The aircraft has
never before carried a heavy missile system
like BRAHMOS which weighs 3-ton. For the
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air-version, we reduced the weight of our
missile by half a ton to 2.5 ton. Alongside,
the missile’s airframe was also modified
with reduced booster and fins to ensure
its stability while being test launched from
the fighter jet. The test platform (aircraft)
itself underwent modifications. There were
many other aerodynamic challenges in this
air-launched missile programme.
Could you talk about the importance
and significance of this integration
programme?
As I said, BRAHMOS is a very powerful

Mr Sudhir Kumar Mishra, MD & CEO, BrahMos with Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
missile and such a class of weapon has
never been deployed by the Su-30 fighter
before. So, this integration programme
was a great learning lesson for all of
us. Once the test-firing of air-launched
BRAHMOS is successfully carried out, it
would be a remarkable feat in the history
of aeronautics. The entire community
of aeronautical scientists and engineers
could then take a cue from such a historic

milestone in aeronautical technology.
Could you discuss your partnership
with HAL for long-term support towards
all variants of BRAHMOS?
As of now, we are partnering with HAL
mainly for the air-launched BRAHMOS
programme. Previously, we have discussed
partnership with the leading aerospace
and defence PSU to install and augment

the required facilities under the technical
support of DRDO’s Missile Complex,
Hyderabad.
Looking
forward,
what
do
you envisage as the future of the
BRAHMOS programme?
BRAHMOS is already a market leader
in supersonic cruise missiles family. To
retain that lead position, we have set
out our goals quite clearly under the
Vision-2050 Plan. Designing a smaller,
smarter BRAHMOS is our next priority.
This new missile will be developed to
equip more number of modern platforms.
The next would be BRAHMOS-2K – that is
the Hypersonic BRAHMOS flying at a top
speed of Mach 5 to 7, where K stands for
Kalam.
What are the other initiatives in
the pipeline? What is the scope for
exporting BRAHMOS missiles?
As I just said, the new initiatives are
designing the new advanced BRAHMOS
variants which are on the drawing board
at present.
As regards to export opportunity,
BRAHMOS as the world’s best supersonic
cruise missile system holds a lot of
export potential. The inter-governmental
agreement between India and Russia
includes the provisions for exporting
the missile to our friendly countries. A
decision in this regard has to be taken
jointly by the Governments of India and
Russia.
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Innovative
Surge
Harnessing the power of aviation’s information age, Rockwell Collins
offers smart communications and aviation electronics solutions for
aerospace and defence. Sunil Raina, Managing Director, Rockwell
Collins India, speaks about new initiatives of the global pioneer.
How strong is Rockwell Collins
presence in India today?
We are committed to India, growing our
presence, transferring technology and
giving back to the local economy. Back in
2008, we opened our India engineering
design centre and a business development
office in Gurgaon. In November 2015, we
opened a second engineering facility
in Bangalore, which demonstrates
our continued investment in the
country. Today we have approximately
700 employees in the country.
How about your collaborations
and tie-ups in India?
Today, we have partnerships with
TATA Power SED for software defined
radio opportunities, a long standing
relationship with HCL to augment our
development work, and a partnership with
Zen Technologies to co-develop flight
simulators for India’s defence forces.
What are the new initiatives in India?
We continue to provide avionics and
communications on multiple aircraft in
India in both our defence and commercial
market segments. We are seeking
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additional opportunities to provide
networking capabilities for the battlespace
as well as simulation and training solutions.
In addition, we offer security systems for
facilities and forward operating bases.
What are the growth drivers
for your company in India?
India offers Rockwell Collins a
high growth defence market for our
solutions that range from avionics
and communications, to electronic
warfare and security solutions. In
addition, with growing air transport
passenger traffic, it is a high potential
market for our avionics, cabin,
information management and service
solutions for commercial airlines.
Our strategy in India is to develop
capabilities in the country with our India
Design Centres at the same time we
are partnering with local companies to
customize solutions for Indian customers.
How do you propose to respond
to the ‘Make in India’ campaign?
Our strategy is to both develop
capabilities in our India Design Centres
in Hyderabad and Bangalore for
local use and export and to partner
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with local companies to customize
solutions for Indian customers.
Could you talk about new
products of the company?
Our newest product, TruNet™
networked communications solution,
is ideal for various communications
opportunities in India. We launched
our TruNet family of Software Defined
Radio (SDR) systems just last year and
see many opportunities for this next
generation, exportable product in India.
TruNet offers the capability for Indian
military customers to establish the first
ground-air network truly tailorable
to their mission needs. The radios
were designed with the international
market in mind, providing exportready solutions, along with lowlatency high node count networked
solutions based on our SCA compliant
architecture. In addition, TruNet
brings control into the user’s hands
through the use of development kits,
enabling the customer to port missionunique waveforms to the platform
to maximize indigenous content.
We see direct application of our TruNet

AR-1500 and GR-2500 radios in the
growing Network Centric Operations (NCO)
applications for the Indian Navy, Army,
and Air Force. Rockwell Collins is currently
engaged with several development
agencies as the SDR technology
provider of choice, and is highly active
in military Make-in-India programs.
Do you think India’s defence offsets
and defence procurement policies
would help you enhance strategic
partnerships with the country?
As part of India’s new procurement
policies, the ‘Indigenously Designed,
Developed and Manufactured’ (IDDM)
platforms increase thresholds for offsets.
The introduction of IDDM requires
foreign OEMs to collaborate with local
firms from the design phase. Rockwell
Collins is well positioned, considering

the continual efforts our company has
taken to enhance strategic partnerships
within the country. The increase in the
offset threshold will provide greater
flexibility to foreign companies like ours.
The new DPP also stresses reducing
delays in procurements by eliminating
repetitive procedures. Overall the policy is
a forward looking one and is likely to usher
in faster defence procurement with greater
participation of domestic companies.
This policy aligns with Rockwell
Collins’ strategy and we are hopeful
it will help expedite new projects
and procurements going forward.
What would you be showcasing
at the DEFEXPO 2016?
We would be demonstrating the
following products at the DEFEXPO:

Pro Line Fusion® - Integrated flight
deck, leveraging advanced commercial
technology for military platforms.
TruNet™ - Exportable, programmable,
networked communications for
enhanced situational awareness.
Wideband HF communications –
Transmit high-bandwidth data across
any terrain and long distances.
MultiMode Transceiver - Versatile
multi-channel radio offering frequency
coverage from 70 MHz to 6 GHz.
CNPC-1000 – Reliable, safe and
secure unmanned aircraft system
command and control data link for
UAS operations in civil airspace.
Patrol Persistent Surveillance System
- Scalable integrated sensor solution to
protect from perimeter security breach.
MicroGuide and Remote Secure Receiver
– Ruggedized, secure hand-held GPS.
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Specialising
in Metals
Mishra Dhatu Nigam Limited(MIDHANI), a Mini
Ratna company, is a specialized metals and metal
alloys manufacturing facility located in Hyderabad.
It is an ISO 9001:2000 company with
modern metallurgical facilities and technical competence.
MIDHANI specializes in manufacturing a wide range
of super alloys, titanium, special purpose steels and other
special metals and alloys meeting stringent international
standards for application in aerospace, defence, atomic
energy, power generation, chemical and various other high
technology industries. In an interview with Aeromag Asia
Dr. Dinesh. K. Likhi, Chairman & Managing Director,
MIDHANI speaks about companies’ prominent position
in special metals and alloys business. Excerpts from the
interview:

Dr. Dinesh. K. Likhi
Chairman & Managing Director
MIDHANI
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Give us an update on your collaboration with NAL to produce key
materials for defence and space needs?
MIDHANI has a collaboration with NAL to produce key materials for
defence and space needs in order to meet the ever increasing demand
for Carbon fibre, a strategic material required for critical applications
in Defence, Space and others, MIDHANI and National Aerospace

Share your thoughts on your ongoing journey and strategy for
making MIDHANI a market-driven company from a technology-driven,
planning-driven organization?
MIDHANI is a hi-tech metallurgical industry set up to achieve self reliance
and ultimately self sufficiency in the field of Special Metals and Super Alloys.
Almost all its products are import substitution items custom made to meet the
requirements of its prestigious customers. Thus the company is driven by the
market while technology and planning complement it. Talent, Technology and
Growth are three corporate mantras of MIDHANI.

Laboratories (NAL) have decided to join hands
to produce it during 2014.
Initially, 20-25 metric tonnes per year on a
pilot basis would be produced and would be
scaled up to 50-55 metric tonnes per annum,
in order to meet the needs of the strategic
sectors.
The pilot project would be completed in
next six months and scaling up would take
a year’s time. Subsequently, it is planned to
set up green field production capacity to 500
Tonnes to meet the requirements of Civilian
Aerospace and others too.
Could you elaborate on the exports of the
Company? What are the new initiatives to
promote exports aggressively?
MIDHANI continues to give thrust to meet
the requirements of domestic markets/
customers. As a part of Export Promotion
strategy, MIDHANI is participating in various
international exhibitions. A focused approach
to increase the market share in the global
metal market for MIDHANI products, it is in the
process of appointing leading export agents to
generate enquiries and subsequently convert
them to orders. Our target for Export is more
than Rs. 10 crores for the ensuing year.
Please give us the operational highlights
in the calendar year 2015 and tell us what
the plans for 2016 are?
MIDHANI has achieved highest ever Sales
Turnover(Net) of Rs. 720Cr (approx.) surpassing
the previous year sales of Rs. 647.38 Cr, an
increase of 10% over the previous year.
MIDHANI is the only producer of Titanium in

What about the diversified approach for growth and partnerships?
Towards achieving growth, MIDHANI has entered into partnerships by signing
MoUs with other organizations and invited “Expression of interest” for obtaining
modern technological knowhow.
MoUs signed with other organization in FY 2015-16
MOU was signed with National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) to develop
Special Steels, Super Alloys, Investment cast products & application engineering in
their thermal power plants. MIDHANI agreed to provide material solution in critical
application area of NTPC for improvements in the life cycle of their existing products
and components of machinery.
MOU is proposed to be signed with Bharat Heavy Electrical Ltd (BHEL) to develop
Special Steels, Super Alloys for Power sector as material solutions to BHEL in critical
application.
MOU was signed with Steel Authority of India (SAIL) to jointly develop CRGO steel
for transformer/Electrical transmission applications.
“Expression of interest” invited
MIDHANI invited “Expression of Interest” from the leading export agents to
generate enquiries and subsequently convert them to orders on commission basis.
MIDHANI also invited “Expression of Interest” from leading players in “Armoring
solution” area to provide technological knowhow and Transfer of technology in
design, development and production of armouring plates.
Could you talk about your new plants, manufacturing capacity, expansion
and investment plans?
MIDHANI added Primary melting capacities like EAF/LF/VD melting furnace and
equivalent secondary refining facility of 20T Electro slag Refining Melting furnace
which is indigenously designed by MIDHANI Electrical & Mechanical Engineers. High
end metals are being processed through Electron Beam furnaces for the first time in
the country. Our expansion philosophy is on three pillars :
Debottlenecking / upgrading existing facilities.
Growth areas – Close Die Forging, Long Forging, Investment casting etc.
Diversification areas – Tungsten, Carbon fiber, Al- alloys etc.
All these expansion activities will be completed by 2020 so that company can
achieve target of above 5000 Cr Sales Turnover by 2025.
What about your MoU with SAIL and its progress?
The Company has collaborative research with SAIL in cold rolled grain oriented
(CRGO) steel products referred to in industry circles as “electrical steel”, a high value
product with virtually no production base in India. Both the organizations have
moved ahead in making the material and are presently engaged in joint studies. This
will help in saving of precious foreign exchange.
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BDL Providing Ammunition for Growth
Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL) is one of India’s leading
manufacturer of ammunitions and missile systems. BDL was
established in the year 1970 to be a manufacturing base for
guided weapon systems.
BDL has three manufacturing units, located at Kanchanbagh
and Bhanur in Telangana and Visakhapatnam in A.P.
When India began to develop indigenous missiles through
the Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme
(IGMDP), this gave BDL an opportunity to be closely
involved with the programme wherein it was identified as
the Prime Production Agency.BDL has been consistently
incurring profits and has been nominated as a Mini Ratna –
Category-I Company by the Government of India.

V.Udaya Bhaskar
Chairman and Managing Director, BDL

In this interview for the Defexpo-2016 special issue
of Aeromag Asia, V.Udaya Bhaskar, Chairman and
Managing Director, BDL gives an account of the saga of his
organization.

Could you tell something about some major achievements
and milestones of your Company during the current financial
year ?
BDL is putting up consistent efforts for the implementation of
‘Make in India” programme. In this direction, BDL has indigenously
developed second generation 2.8 km range “Amogha – I” AntiTank Guided Missile which was successfully tested in September
2015 . This is the first ever design and developmental effort in
respect of missiles by BDL. The missile would be offered to the
Indian Army after due qualification and validation trials.
It is the lead integrator for supply of Akash Weapon System to the
Indian Army. The First Of Production Model (FOPM) of the Weapon
System has been handed over to Indian Army 2015.
BDL has indigenized Special Tools, Test Equipments and
Fixtures for Milan – 2T Missile warhead. This development has
led to considerable saving in foreign exchange for the country.
In recognition of this, BDL has been conferred with the Raksha
Mantri’s Award for Excellence : 2012 - 13 for Indigenisation.
It has bagged Golden Peacock Environment Management Award
– 2015 in the Defence Equipment Sector. BDL has bagged this
prestigious award for first time in Environment Management. BDL
implemented green initiatives like zero liquid discharge system,
hazardous waste disposal and energy conservation by installing
solar panel etc.
BDL is also the recipient of Governance Now PSU Award - 2015 in
recognition of its Consistent Growth and Adaptation.
BDL has signed contract worth ` 925 crore recently with the
Ministry of Defence for supply of MILAN - 2T Anti – Tank Guided
Missile to the Indian Army.
BDL had recently signed MoUs for joint production. Could
you please throw some light on this?
BDL and Defence Research and Development Organization
(DRDO) have signed MoU for Joint Development of Man-Portable
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Anti - Tank Guided Missiles (MPATGM) leading to its subsequent
production for the Indian Army.
It has also signed MoU with Electronics Corporation of India
Ltd (ECIL), to work together for providing Missile Electronics and
Weapon Support systems for the ongoing and upcoming major
defence programs. The MoU enables both the organizations to
enhance and harmonise their business opportunities in the area of
Missiles and underwater weapon systems.
Could you describe your work on life extension of missiles
and refurbishment, the product range and the road-map
ahead ?
The Government of India has identified BDL as the agency for
taking up life-extension and refurbishment of missiles. BDL has
signed contract with the Ministry of Defence, Government of India
for the refurbishment of certain SAMs / other articles of Indian Air
Force and Indian Army and has since delivered the refurbished
articles.

CMD, BDL, Shri V. Udaya Bhaskar, presenting the “symbolic key”
of Akash Weapon System to Chief of Army Staff, General Dalbir
Singh on 05th May, 2015 at New Delhi.
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BDL would like to offer itself as the Agency
for assimilating both ToT and MToT of missiles
depending upon the need and requirement
of the Indian Armed Forces. BDL has earned
the capability to assimilate Refurbishment
ToT from OEMs; signed contract with
Russian Federation and another country
and has since delivered refurbished articles.
If the contract covers the life-extension
and refurbishment ToT as a comprehensive
process, BDL will be ready to offer costeffective solutions in that direction.
Could you talk about exports, as well
as your order book position ?
Countries like Egypt, Vietnam, Indonesia
and a few African countries are identified
as potential markets for export of BDL
products. Some of these countries are keen
to do business with India, especially BDL.
Government of India being keen on
exports, BDL would pursue exports
actively. We have set ourselves export
target of 10 % of turnover for the year 2016
- 17.
BDL’s order book position is healthy.
To meet the growing demands of
it’s customers, BDL has enhanced its
production capabilities.
Could you explain the
business
alliances and other initiatives and
elaborate on potential areas of
cooperation, collaboration and alliances
with foreign companies ?
BDL has close ties with ToT partners such
as MBDA, France for MILAN-2T ATGM,M/s
Rosoboron Export, Russia for Invar, M/s
KBP Tula, Russia for Konkurs-M and others
like M/s ALMAZ ANTEY,M/s WASS, Italy,
M/s IAI, Israel, M/s Elbit System, Israel,
M/s Chemring, UK, M/s Dassault Aviation,
France etc.
Our company is closely associated with
development organisations, such as DRDO
for indigenous projects. Apart from DRDO,
other organizations which are associated
include the DPSUs, OFB, large number of
industries and MSEs.
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What are the opportunities you are
pursuing under the defence offset
implementation?
Defence Offset is an attractive business
proposition. It depends upon the range
and depth of technology offered and that
matters a lot in the context of continuous
upgradation and modernization of the
Weapon Systems by the Indian Armed
Forces. Wherever the flow of technology
into the Nation is attractive, BDL would
like to step-in and implement the Defence
Offset policy on a win-win basis. BDL had
been suggesting to foreign OEMs to part
with final integration technologies to BDL
as part of their Offset obligation which has
an advantage of maintaining the system
subsequently.

Could you talk about the Barak - 8
LRSAM ?
BDL has been identified as the production
agency for LRSAM missile.
Give us an idea on the field firing range
and production-related infrastructure
of LRSAM ?
Production related infrastructure has
been established and is under operation at
BDL, Hyderabad unit. LRSAM is the Missile
that will be fired from Ships and would be
tested in the Western Coast.
What’s the update on diversification
strategy?
Mandate given to BDL by Govt. of India,
is to manufacture missiles and its allied
equipment to support and address the
needs of Indian Armed forces. In this
regard, it started manufacturing various
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missiles through ToT programs with foreign
OEMs and in association with DRDO.
Over the years, BDL has acquired a broad
knowledge-base and strong technical
competencies across all domains required
for missile manufacturing.
BDL diversified its project range in
production of different missile systems like
SSM, SAM etc. Further, we plan to diversify
into manufacture of various
state-ofart-weapon systems such as VSHORADs,
MRSAMs, QRSAMS,
3rd gen ATGMs,
Under Water Systems, Torpedoes etc. and
Air to Air Weapons like ASTRA.
BDL is already in the process of MTOT
projects like Mistral, QRSAM, SPAD GMS
etc. BDL, as its R&D effort, developed new
product, Counter Measure Dispensing
System (CMDS), for mounting on aircrafts
of Indian Armed Forces. Thus, the
organisation, which was identified earlier
as the pioneer in ATGM, now has evolved as
a conglomerate with different verticals in
ATGMs, Naval Systems, Surface to Surface
Missile, Surface to Air Missiles, Decoy
Systems etc.
Please tell us about in-house R&D
initiatives being taken by your Company ?
BDL is establishing state-of-the-art
R&D centre to design and develop next
generation missile systems, in association
with DRDO and other PSUs, OFB, Private
Undertakings and Academic Institutions.
The key areas of focus would be to develop
technologies in the domains of missile
seeker-heads, sensor dome technologies,
airframe design, power supplies units,
MEMs based gyroscopes, propulsion
systems, warheads etc.
BDL has planned and started design of
its own Missile. As an organization, we
want to establish ourselves as a leading
manufacturer in the aerospace and
underwater weapons industry and emerge
as a world class enterprise, providing
solutions to the security system needs of
not only on Country but also the friendly
countries to India.
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Low priced, ex-stock delivery
Brushless ESBT-4500 Electric
Screwdriver (1.5~10 Kgf-cm)

new Kolver Screw
Feeders, 1.3~5.3 mm
changeable spacers

PLUTO Electric Screwdrivers
High reliability Low cost Soldering Robot

for high mass automotive components soldering

Dehumidifying Dry Storage Cabinets
Low priced, normally ex-stock delivery
with Humidity range of 20 ~ 60% RH

Soldering Robots for higher
production without
increasing workforce,
provides consistency &
reliability in each
soldering joint

Similar Brushless types are also
available in higher torque ranges

Model QUICK9233
250x250x100mm
X-Y-Z movement
3-Axis, 150 Watt

Metallic
Fume
Hoses
Metallic large
360x360 mm
Fume Hood

Hi-quality LED Illuminated QC Magnifiers

60 Litre
Model IDSC-60

240 Litre
Model IDSC-240

Polarized (True Colours)
QC Video Microscope
5MP Model IUSB-5PS

Magnification: 10x ~ 150x

Model FumePRO101-LDCF
Laser Dust and Chemical
Fumes Extraction System

Portable
Table Top
Model
8092LED

Table Clamp
LED based
3 diopter
Model I228L

Hi-end Cat. 7/6/5e LAN
Cable Tester

Model HAS-6DW Hot Air Station
Powerful 1000 Watt, 120 litre/min

Verifies Open/Short & Cross
Talk interference, measures
Fault Location and Length

Low cost
solution for
reworking of
miniature
SMD
Chips
to large
size
(upto 50 x 50mm) SMD ICs

P/N: TCT-2690KT

Built-in
LED
Lighting

Laptop shown is not a part of supply

Model I100-15S High reliability
Digital Lead Free Solder Pot

STANNOL Germany
®

Lead Free Solder Wires

Unique
Nanometric
Ceramic
coating
Solder Pot: 91 x 135 x 60 mm
Temperature: 100ºC ~ 450ºC
Solder pot capacity 5.5kg approx.
Widely used in automotive industries

P/N 648111: 0.5mm/500g
P/N 648132: 0.7mm/500g
P/N 648108: 1.0mm/500g

Shown Trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Please visit website http://indeonline.in/ for all products and to download data sheets

reliable & caring since 1976

Headoffice: Inde Enterprises, 745 Sector 8-B, Chandigarh 160009
Email: headoffice@indeonline.in
• Cell Phone: 09316134502

Branches & Associates: Bangalore • New Delhi • Hyderabad • Mumbai
• Pune
Vadodara
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
offers a diversified array of innovative
solutions for air, land, sea and space
applications. Initially focused on developing
missile technology, Rafael, Israel’s second
largest defense company, moved on to
produce advanced weapon systems for all
branches of the Israel Defense Forces.
The world-leading Air Superiority Systems
developed by Rafael include David’s Sling,
designed to intercept medium range
missiles; Iron Dome, an air defense system
for interception of short-medium range
rockets; SPYDER, an air defense system
based on Rafael’s advanced air-to-air
Python 5 and Derby missiles, and Barak,
a Naval Point Defense Missile system.
Rafael’s Air and C4ISR Division
produces a wide array of air and C4ISR
systems for targeting and sensor-toshooter missions, including electrooptic systems, communications and
intelligence as well as cyber systems.
The Land Systems Division brings out
land, naval and underwater systems.
Rafael MANOR - Advanced
Defense Technologies
Division is devoted to the fields of space and propulsion, breaching solutions, pyrotechnics,
warheads, and the development of many of Rafael’s core technologies. The division
also builds propellant tanks for a variety of applications, including satellites.
As part of its corporate culture of partnerships and cooperation, Rafael has signed agreements
with over 100 government agencies for aviation, space and defense deals around the world. These
allow Rafael and its partners to capitalize on mutual strengths and leverage existing capabilities.
Major General (Retd) Yoav Har Even, who served the Israel Defense Forces for 31 years in various
positions, including as Commander of a Reserve division, Ground Forces Chief of Staff and Head
of IDF’s Operations Branch, is the President and CEO of Rafael Advanced Defense Systems.
In an interview with AeroMag Asia, Major General Yoav Har Even speaks about Rafael highlights at the
DEFEXPO 2016 and consolidating and expanding ties with Indian counterparts. Excerpts from the interview:

RAFAEL at DEF EXPO 2016

Cutting Edge Solutions
For Myriad Battle Arenas
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What are the new vistas of cooperation
and partnership opening up in India? What
new opportunities do you see here?
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems offers a wide range
of combat proven systems which provide the users of the
land, navy and ground platforms with the most advanced
solutions and capabilities against all kinds of threats.
RAFAEL specializes in current and future Land
systems. In addition to the traditional battlefield,
RAFAEL’s combat-proven land systems are optimal
for the ever-growing arena of urban warfare.
Each system fulfills a unique role in ensuring swift
and accurate results, with minimal collateral damage
and maximum effectiveness. Together they provide
land, air and naval forces with the necessary fire
power, lethality, survivability and manoeuvrability.
At DEFEXPO 2016, Rafael is presenting its air-to-air
missiles, Python-5 and i-Derby ER, which can be a fitted
on a wide spectrum of aircraft. Rafael’s land systems at
the exhibition include the combat-proven Trophy active
protection system for armoured vehicles, Remote weapon
stations with Spike missile integration, SPYDER air defense
system for defense against a variety of aerial threats, and the
Spike Family. Rafael’s naval portfolio at DEFEXPO includes
C-Dome, a naval air defense system for protection of ships
and other naval and land assets against rockets, mortars, and
more, naval EW, Sea Spotter IR staring and tracking system,
and Toplite EOS for surveillance, observation and targeting.
Could you talk about your partnerships with
Indian companies and the potential growth?
Israel and Rafael consider our relationship and
cooperation with India as strategic. We are constantly
working for new ways to expand our cooperation and
joint ventures and we have already established a joint
venture with Bharat Forge Limited (BFL) and are negotiating
with other local Indian industries, including BDL, BEL as
well as with the DRDO. Such cooperation will ensure our
mutual success in the development and production of
leading technologies that will best serve both countries
well into the future. Currently, Rafael has over 100 such
partnerships, and they are part of our broad international
offset activities around the world, which we hope will
similarly come into play in India as well. As we say about
the Spike program and other activities: we are in ongoing
dialogue with local companies to transfer knowledge
and technology to India. With specific focus on the Spike
program, in the end it will be an Indian Spike missile.
Could you give us an update on
production of Spike tactical missiles?
We are in an ongoing process that at the end
will allow us to produce Spike missiles in India.
As you know, the Spike Missile Family consists of precise
Tactical Missiles for ranges between 200 – 30000 m. The
Spike Family is a Multi-purpose, Multi-Platform ElectroOptic Missile System with real time data link. The Spike
Missiles are in use by infantry units as well as mounted on
combat vehicles, attack helicopters and naval vessels. The
Spike missiles are combat-proven and in service in many
countries, among them: Israel, Italy, Germany, Netherlands,
Spain, Poland, countries in South America and others.
The missiles in this family have sophisticated

electro-optic CCD or IIR sensors for day/night allweather operation, as well as a tandem warhead.
Their lofted trajectories enable the warhead to strike the
target at its most vulnerable location with pinpoint precision.
All of the SPIKE Family members have a low life-cycle cost,
due to high reliability and operational and logistic support
and production commonality between members.
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Today’s defense markets are shifting from buying complete
systems from foreign suppliers (BUY) to local production of
such systems (MAKE) – a trend requiring efficient capability to
transfer manufacturing technologies, know-how and monitor
quality assurance, all that under complex offset rules that require
significant flexibility and resilience to maintain a profitable
operation.
Rafael is constantly seeking new partnership and joint ventures
with Indian companies for cooperation that will help drive
forward our mutual ability to address local needs and operational
requirements.
One of our strengths is our proven experience of transfer of
technology and meeting offset requirements by driving from buy
to make with the local industry.
What are the new breakthroughs and initiatives of the
company and key research and development activities?
Our strategy has for a long time called for development of
precise, proportionate and discriminate systems that allow forces
to carry out missions effectively, efficiently and economically.
These include the Spike Family, our SPICE guided bombs air-to-

ground munition falls into that category as well. Systems such as
the combat-proven Trophy, Iron Dome, and now David’s Sling,
which has already completed its fourth full system interception
test successfully, ahead of its delivery to the Israeli airforce, are
just a few examples of such breakthroughs. Laser applications
and CIED capabilities will also serve a main role in any futuristic
combat scenario. Rafael is a growing company and is expected
to continue to grow and to provide its customers in Israel and in
other countries with systems that can address the challenges of
the various battle arenas they are engaged in.

IMDO and MDA begins the transfer of
David’s Sling to the Israeli Air Force

A

fter a series of concluding trials of the
David’s Sling aerial defense system,
Israel’s Missile Defense Organization
(IMDO) at the Ministry of Defense, together
with the US Missile Defense Agency (MDA),
began delivering major components of the
system to the Israeli Air Force (IAF).
David’s Sling, which was developed by
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. and
Raytheon USA, completed its final milestone
test in December 2015.
The delivery process of David’s Sling will
be taking place gradually, over the course
of several weeks, in accordance with its
development plan. The first phase of delivery
is being conducted by a team from IMDO,
along with the defense industries, led by Rafael
Advanced Defense Systems. In this stage,
the delivery of the radar, interception and
command and control systems will take place.
In the near future, the process of testing
all of the system components and the final
declaration by the Air Force that the system is
operational will occur.
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David’s Sling is considered the world’s
most revolutionary innovation in the family
of interceptor systems. This system, which will
serve as a central part of Israel’s multi-layered
defense array, was developed by Israel’s
Missile Defense Organization (IMDO) at the
Ministry of Defense and the Israeli Air Force,
in collaboration with the US Missile Defense
Agency (MDA).
David’s Sling will allow Israel to more
effectively defend against the wide range of
current and future threats to its civilians. David’s
Sling will provide additional layer of protection
against short and medium range missiles and
rockets, particularly against precise strikes, and
will add intercept opportunities for the Arrow
aerial defense system.
The prime contractor for David’s Sling
Weapon System is Rafael, with Raytheon
Missile Systems as a sub-contractor. The MMR
is developed by Elta, a subsidiary of Israel
Aerospace Industries. The BMC, known as the
Golden Almond, is developed by Elisra, an Elbit
subsidiary.
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Rafael to present Air Defence System

at Def Expo 2016
A

t DEF EXPO 2016, Rafael will present the Spike Missile
Family, which consists of precise Tactical Missiles for
ranges between 200 – 30000 m. The Spike Family is a
Multi-purpose, Multi-Platform Electro-Optic Missile System
with real time data link. The Spike Missiles are in use by infantry
units as well as mounted on combat vehicles, attack helicopters
and naval vessels. The Spike missiles are combat proven and
in service in many countries among them: Italy, Germany, the
Netherlands, Spain, Poland and others. The missiles in this family
have sophisticated electro-optic CCD or IIR sensors for day/
night all-weather operation, as well as a tandem warhead. Their
lofted trajectories enable the warhead to strike the target at
its most vulnerable location with pinpoint precision. All of the
SPIKE Family members have a low life-cycle cost, due to high
reliability and operational and logistic support and production
commonality between members.
Samson 30mm MKII, is a 30mm Weapon RWS designed
for use on any modern light-armored, high-mobility fighting
vehicle, new or upgraded, without modifications. It mounts
main and secondary armaments, of Eastern and Western origins,
including a 30/40 mm automatic cannon, 40 mm AGL (optional),
and 7.62 mm coaxial machine gun. Additional mountable force
multipliers include ATGM launchers, ASM, and SGL obscurants.

BNET SDR FAMILY is a Broadband MANET IP Software-Defined
Radio for ground and air applications. BNet is an integrated C3 system
providing position and jam-resistant high-speed Data and Voice
(Analogy and VoIP) used for combat communications in a modern
battlefield.

The Samson Family is offered in six land configurations and
two naval configurations (Typhoon Weapon Stations). Samson
RWS support diverse, interchangeable weapons and sensors
including 5.56/7.62/12.7 mm machine guns, 40 mm automatic
grenade launchers, anti-tank missiles, observation pods, and
non lethal capabilities.

TROPHY HV - the world’s only combat-proven Active Protection
System for armored vehicles. In February, the Israeli Ministry of Defense
has completed the integration of Rafael’s Trophy Active Protection
System on its NAMER armored personnel carrier (APC). The system will
now be installed on every new Israeli NAMER. The Trophy HV (heavy
vehicle) was declared operational by the Israeli Army in August 2009 and
is currently in full production. Trophy is the only operational, combatproven armor APS in the world. Merkava-4 tanks integrated with Trophy
active protection systems are presently deployed in combat areas along
Israel’s borders. In the summer of 2014, Trophy intercepted more than 10
anti-tank missiles fired at Israeli tanks in the Gaza Strip.

PROTECTOR®USV – a naval unmanned integrated system for
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance
(ISTAR).
The PROTECTOR®USV is fitted with a comprehensive sensor
suite and can accommodate a variety of mission modules. The
Toplite Electro-optical director and a radar system provide day/

night detection, identification and tracking of targets. Toplite
subsystems include a third-generation Forward-Looking InfraRed (FLIR) sensor, color Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera
an eye-safe laser rangefinder (LRF), and an advanced correlation
tracker. Protector is applicable for Maritime Security (MS), Force
Protection and Naval Dominance and comes in 9m and 11m
configurations. At DEFEXPO 2016, Rafael will present Protector
with its remote-controlled weapon stations, mini-Typhoon. The
Mini-Typhoon is a lightweight, naval, stabilized and remote
operated machine gun system. The system provides crew-safe
operation enabling force protection and precision engagement.
The Mini-Typhoon is an optimal solution as perimeter protection
for large vessels. The Mini-Typhoon can also function as main
gun for small, fast patrol boats, significantly enhancing hit
probability under rough conditions.
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Rafael will display the following additional systems:

SPYDER (Surface-To-Air Python & DERBY) is a quick reaction,
low level surface-to-air missile system designed to counter attacks
by aircraft, helicopters UAVs and precision guided munitions. The
system provides effective protection of valuable assets, as well as
first-class defense for forces located in the combat area.
SPYDER incorporates RAFAEL’s most advanced, proven
performance air-to-air missiles - the i-Derby and i-Derby ER active
radar (RF) missiles and the Python-5, a dual waveband Imaging Infra
Red (IIR) missile, also to be presented at DEFEXPO. The SPYDER family
includes the SPYDER-SR (Short Range) and the SPYDER-MR (Medium
Range) systems.
The C-Dome naval air defense system is designed to effectively
protect combat vessels against a large set of modern threats.
C-Dome handles saturation attacks by engaging multiple targets
simultaneously. Reaction time is very short and enables automatic
and semi-automatic engagements.
C-Dome uses the combat-proven Iron Dome interceptor that has
already achieved more than 1500 successful interceptions.
The Sea Spotter is an advanced Naval IRST system that will enable
a naval vessel to automatically locate and pinpoint threats and targets
located around it without being exposed to enemy systems.
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Power driven

N35 Gearboxes on M777
T

he M777 is the world’s lightest portable artillery system. It
is the first 155mm Howitzer that weighs less than 4218 kg.
In early 1997, the Ultra lightweight Field Howitzer (UFH),
developed by BAE Systems was selected in preference to a Royal
Ordnance design to meet the US Army and US Marines XM777, or
LW155 requirement. Since then the howitzer has been supplied to
Canadian and Australian forces.
The M777 Howitzer is substantially different from any other gun, as
it has been designed to be ultra-light weight to allow the US Marines
to fly the gun in by helicopter; the gun utilises an extensive range of
lightweight materials including Aluminium and Titanium.
The Howitzer was developed over eight years utilising Power Jacks
ultra compact Range-N gearboxes. During this time Power Jacks
worked closely with BAE Systems to ensure that the units meet the
design requirements of the US Army & Marines. During this period
the design was developed with BAE to include features required
following extensive testing and trials. All the results in the tests
and trails ensure that the units have been honed to the optimum
required for the application.
Power Jacks gearboxes were chosen for the design following the
success of the gearboxes on an earlier gun designed by BAE, the
AS90. The AS90 utilises eight gearboxes per gun. The gearboxes
were chosen for its compact design and the company’s ability to be
able to engineer the unit to the customers’ needs.
The ability to offer bespoke features and adapt to customer
requirements enabled BAE to again select a Power Jacks Range-N
gearbox. The criteria for the design were compactness, lightweight
and able to operate in arduous climate conditions worldwide. The
gearbox housing and covers are manufactured from Aluminium
to aid with the weight requirements, the Range-N gearboxes are
already an ultra-compact design and the seals and oil were designed
in to the customers’ specification.
As well as these features, the units have special designed shafts
and covers and the units are also chemically treated to the customer
specifications. Three gearboxes are supplied for each Howitzer,
each one different, two are based upon the standard N35 gearbox
design and the third is a bespoke design based around a set of N35
gears. Many different prototypes were manufactured and tested
in vigorous terrain and weather conditions, each design slightly
different until the final design was settled upon. The final design has
since seen service all over the world with various forces including
the US Marines.
Two of the gearboxes are power driven and the third is used as a
hand wind facility, all units are used in the elevation of the gun, prior
to its use.
In recent years Power Jacks gearboxes have been utilised in many
military applications a few examples include the BAE M777 and AS90
howitzers, satellite communication systems, rocket launchers and
mine sweeping equipment.
For further information, contact Powerjacks India Representative
M/s Amcats Pvt. Ltd.
Tel: +91-22-27635005 / 6
Contact: Mr. Apoorva Hemani / Mr. Sony Jacob
Email: sales@amcats.com, ahemani@amcats.com
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Cable & Wire Harness Assemblies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Integration

Power, Data, Voice, Signal & RF cable assemblies •
EMI Shielded/Non-Shielded Cable assemblies
•
RF Coaxial & Semi Rigid Coax cable assemblies •
•
Multi-Leg & Hybrid Molded cable assemblies
Complex Electronic Harnesses
•
Underwater cable assemblies
•
•
Fine Wire Cable Assemblies
Flex Flat Cable Assemblies
•
Custom Connectors & Special interconnects
•

Build to Print Assemblies
Wired Electronic Enclosures
Backplane Assemblies
Diagnostic Test Sets
Flight Test Equipment's
Portable Maintenance Aids
Electro-Optical Assemblies
Micro Miniature and Nano Assemblies
Complete Box Build Assembly

 AS9100 Rev C Certified Organization for Manufacture of Electric, Electronic,

Electromechanical Cable Harness Assemblies, PCB Assemblies & Integrations to
Commercial, Defense and Aerospace customer requirements.
 Best in Class Equipment's & Machineries with State of the Art Facility
 100% Export Oriented Unit (EOU) and fully qualified to be eligible as Indian offset
partner to foreign equipment manufacturer for Defense & Aerospace applications.
 Integrated Supply Chain Management with Advanced ERP System which is being
implemented for all production activities.

 Granted Defense Industrial license by Government of India.

Certifications
AS 9100 REV C
ISO 9001:2008

Quest for the Best

In Complexity Management

Abhishek Jain, VP
Strategic Partnerships,
Zeus Numerix Pvt
Ltd, speaks about
developing enabling
technologies and their
transformational bloom.
Excerpts from an
interview with Aeromag
Asia
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How has been the year 2015
for Zeus Numerix? What are
its operational highlights?
The outgoing year has been
transformational! Zeus completed
the dream of taking a product from
concept upto prototyping. Our main
business of CEMILAC certification
for various system integrations
also expanded to many systems.
We continued to service the nation
on strategic systems like BrahMos,
Su-30, Jaguar, ATGMs, Precision
Missiles, 155mm gun, etc. both
via DRDO and private partners.
Zeus has always excelled in
engineering design; however we were
missing the technology to help our
customers effectively manage and
optimise the scale of complexity in
massive inter-dependent systems,
organisational structures, distributed
supply-chains, work programmes,
and change-management. We
have partnered with BOXARR™
to bring the best complexity
management practices to India.
Could you talk about some
of your key clients and the
work being done for them?
Our client list is huge. Airbus, 18
DRDO labs, nuclear establishment,
space labs and major private sector
players. You name them, we most
probably have worked for them.
Systems that we designed have been
proven on field. This we feel will be
useful in getting global attention
too. Foreign OEMs will always ask
you before sub-contracting, does
your Government / Industry trust
you? We have passed that barrier.
What are the new business
opportunities you see in the Indian
marketplace and elsewhere?
We are delighted by the new
policy of priority to Indian Designed,
Developed and Manufactured system.
Our technology and team is totally
Indian and IDDM will enable SMEs
like us to bloom to our potential.
We will now be able to take our
certification business to new heights.
For sub-system design and prototyping
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we are recognized as reliable partner.
There will be numerous opportunities
to fulfil offset requirements here.
We are also bullish on the ‘Make’
programs. For FICV we have allocated
internal R&D resources to develop
simulation technologies for amphibious
movement, ordnance penetration,
active armour protection, radar and
thermal signature etc. With the proven
technologies all developed in India
we have become a partner of choice.
Our IIT Bombay incubation
background has instilled academic
rigor in us required for absorbing
new technology. I would urge
potential customers to see our case
studies to validate our claim: www.
zeusnumerix.com/case_studies
But we are still buying our weapon
systems, something must be lacking?
Let’s take a mundane example – a
phone surely works on the touch
screen, case, battery etc. but it’s the
CPU and the software that makes it
really a smartphone. Unfortunately, we
lacked focus on the “brain”. We need
to answer the question “Where is the
CPU?” In most developed countries
CPUs (IP creators/ designers) are
given special privilege and ecosystem
to thrive and hence most of the
innovations happen in university
incubators or SMEs. Zeus is an outcome
of one such endeavour and see what
we could achieve. In 2015 we added
the capability of design analysis of
large ships for mobility and stealth.
Second important point is our lack
of focus on enabling technologies.
See the hullabaloo over Javelin
guidance source code transfer.
The report may not be true, but
the point is, how important are
enabling technologies such as
guidance codes. We need centres of
excellence developing such enabling
technologies useful for programs
across the board. These centres cannot
be exclusively government owned.
One centre should have one goal with
a mission-mode project linked to it.
Zeus is constantly working to develop
enabling technologies; we hope
to achieve much more in future.

ExoMars is a partnership mission between the European Space Agency, ESA,
and the Russian space agency, Roscosmos. ©ESA

Whatever you need.

For space missions.
maxon brushless DC motors are also found in spacecraft.
These motors are especially efficient and robust. The drives
are able to withstand vibrations, impacts, and extremely
high and low temperatures. Whatever you need from
drive technology, maxon motor can help.

www.maxonmotor.com
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Acclaimed as one of the foremost Defence R&D technologists in India
today, Col. H.S. Shankar, VSM, is the Chairman and Managing Director of
Alpha Design Technologies Private Limited, a premier Defence Electronics
and Aviation R&D and Production Company based in Bengaluru.
In his 22-year-long service in the Indian Army / EME, he took part
in both 1965 and 1971 Wars against Pakistan. He was decorated
with Vishisht Seva Medal for upgrading the TIGERCAT Ground-toAir Missile System. He held important assignments in the Army
and had extended long tenures at the Border Areas in Punjab and
in High Altitude Areas in Jammu and Kashmir and Sikkim.
He joined BEL in 1986 as Deputy General Manager and rose to
become Director (R&D) in 1996, a post he held until 2003. At BEL, he
was responsible for the development and production of Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs) which are being used today all over India for
elections. He also directed more than 250 new R&D Products while
at BEL, including all the projects under Guided Missile Development
Program, Electronic Warfare Systems, Tactical Communication Systems,
Radars, Tank Fire Control Systems, etc. He won the Award for Outstanding
Contribution to Defence R&D, presented by the Defence Minister in 2001.
He launched the Alpha Design Technologies in March 2003, and
the company’s annual turnover today is around Rs 370 crores and
it has a healthy Order book of Rs 1,100 crores. Alpha specialises in
development and production of Night Vision Thermal sights, Electronic
Warfare equipment, Tactical Communications equipment, and
major R&D projects such as Software Defined Radios, Missile Seeker
Systems (in collaboration with BRAHMOS), IFF, Simulators, etc.
He has endeavoured to bring together Indian and Israeli Industries
spearheading in facilitating ‘Make in India’ projects. He is the Chairman
of FICCI Defence Sub-Committee on Indian Defence SME.
Col. Shankar speaks to AeroMag Asia about the success saga
of Alpha Design Technologies, leveraging its unique strengths
in Defence Electronics and Aviation R&D and Production and
its key international collaborations and joint ventures
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Bright
Vision
In
Sight
Alpha Design Technologies has
made big strides in a short span of
time. How was the journey so far?
We started Alpha Design
Technology in 2004 with hardly three
people and a turnover of Rs 50,000; and
12 years on now, we have become a
company of 840 people – 610 of them
engineers, a majority being in the age
group of 21 - 29 years and almost 50 per
cent of them women, mostly working
in R&D. Our turnover has grown to
Rs 370 crores. So there is a very large
increase both in our turnover and also
our strength and our resources.
Our customers are mainly the Army,
Air Force and Border Security Force
and majority of our projects are in the
field of Night Vision devices – Thermal
Imager and Image Intensifier Tube
based, for handheld thermal imager
sights, rifle sights, carbine sights, AK-47
sights, binoculars and goggles. We
are very strong in what we make. In
the field of Electronic Warfare sights,
we produce EW sensors, called MILSMissile Launch Detection Systems. We
have collaboration with Germany, with
Airbus, and we make large quantities
of the sensors, as a part of fitment for
helicopters particularly. We had an order
of almost 460 such sensors to be made
for the Indian program for the upgrade
of Cheetah helicopters. Now we are
expecting similar sort of things for MI-17,
LCA, LCH also for ALH hopefully, so
many types of helicopters that may be
coming in, including KA-226. In other
words, it is a very important and very
sensitive item being produced here for
which we have set up ultra-modern
facilities, calibration, testing etc.

We have established a separate R&D
group in Hyderabad with more than 60 very
fine young engineers, who undertake design
development of various sub-systems and
modules, sub-units and sub-assemblies for
EW systems, primarily for the DRDO and
later on when these become approved for
production by BLS, their sub-contractors.
So this is a very unique facility which
we have established in Hyderabad.
In addition in Bangalore our R&D is very
strong, we are making our own RF seekers for
Missile systems, we are making interrogator
Friend or Foe called IFF for heliborne and
ground- and airborne- applications and
we are also in Software defined Radio
development. We are doing Radio relays
with software defined radio as the base and
so many other important projects which
are of great importance to our country.
Could you elaborate on your
product portfolio, facilities and
manufacturing capacity?
As I explained, firstly it is a design
house for RF seekers, IFF, then we make the
software defined Radios, we make microwave components, large number of thermal
imager based systems for the Army and
the Border Security Force and versions of
various communications sets, like Tactical
switches, ULSB, INS Integrated Navigation
System, Laser Target Designators, and
varieties of sights for the Rifles. Among
the products mentioned almost 80 per
cent is of our own design and the rest is
collaborative projects wherein we have
minimum 50 per cent indigenous content.
Give us an update on some of the
key collaborations, joint ventures?
We have two Joint Ventures already in
action; one is with respect to International
Technologies Lasers (ITL), on the optical
adaptor electronic side. ITL is an Israeli
company with whom we have developed

very good relations and we are jointly
working on quite a few projects. We supply
the Indian Army quite a large number of
sights and reflex sights for the soldiers.

manufacture and supply of large quantities
of defence oriented equipment and systems.

And we have the second JV with
Electronica, Italy, for the production,
assembly, aircraft testing of SSTRU. This
is going to be become functional in the
next one or two years, as soon as the
project is cleared by the Indian Air Force.

In addition, our subsidiary company,
Alpha Tocol, is already supplying various
Air frames and other sub-systems for
SUKHOI aircraft to HAL Nasik unit. That
will further be strengthened and a larger
number of orders is expected. This will
form the basis also for the manufacturing
base for the ‘Make in India’ program.

What are the new business
opportunities you are eyeing
in the marketplace?

Your thoughts on defence offsets
and how the policy environment can be
improved further for Indian companies?

Already we have expanded a lot, in
terms or turnover, and we have a good
order position. We see the requirement in
the market for Thermal Imager based fire
control systems for the tanks and BMPs.
We have various versions of long-range
surveillance systems, different versions of
EW suit for helicopters. IFF is a huge market,
as also software defined radio. We are
good in simulators and we have recently
finalised a contract for 57 numbers of BMP-II
simulators and Laser Target Designators.
We are going to supply what has been
contracted from us during this year.

Among the Indian companies, at least
in the MSME sector, we may probably be
the most successful company in obtaining
offset orders and also in completing them.
We have done Rs 300 crores plus offset
orders in the last two years, primarily on
the Thermal Imager based Fire control
systems and we would like to leverage
this and add new offset programs to
further improve ourselves and also to
give quality products to the international
market through the route of offsets.

Our order book position as of
date is of Rs 1,400 crores, which also
include US$ 80 million of exports of
Advanced Thermal imager based fire
control systems to various countries.
What’s your take on ‘Make in India’
campaign and how you can leverage it,
based on the company’s expertise?
It is a very fine initiative by the
Government of India for giving priority to
producing as much as possible in India.
As far as our company is concerned, we
feel that we are in a very unique position,
having established ourselves and having
ultra-modern test, production, qualification
facilities and equipment, we can meet the
demands of the defence forces for both R&D,

MSMEs are the base in our country
for developing core technologies. The
bigger companies would only be system
integrators, so this sector will have to be
strengthened and the Government of
India has come out with a large number of
schemes for making this more effective.
There is a need for holding the hands of
MSMEs by providing them enough funds
for development and infrastructure and
also to simplify some of the anomalies like
providing bank guarantees to the MoD
which entails that the MSMEs have to
provide collaterals to the banks for providing
the bank guarantees. It is also necessary
to give protection on foreign exchange
variation not only for future projects but in
particular for current and on-going projects.
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State of Bavaria
India Office

Bavarian Ministry of
Economic Affairs
and Media,
Energy and Technology

© Audi AG

Welcome to Bavaria!
Are you ready for new
successful ventures?
Made in Germany.

We are Germany’s driver of growth.
Bavaria is home to global players including Audi, BMW and MAN.
Launch your business venture in Europe’s powerhouse – home of the
digital future.
As the Business Promotion Agency of the State of Bavaria, we will
support you in selecting a location and establishing contacts with
potential partners – in a personalised and confidential way, at no charge.

We are happy to be there for you:
State of Bavaria | India Office
John Kottayil – Executive Director
Telefon +91 80 40965025
john.kottayil@invest-in-bavaria.in
www.invest-in-bavaria.com

IL-76MD-90A

A new chapter in the history
of military transport
aviation in Russia

27 Stromynka str., 107076,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Phone: +7 (495) 534 61 83
Fax: +7 (495) 534 61 53

Approved ICAO CAT II landing conditions
Compliance with the ICAO Annex 16 Chapter 4 noise
and emission

Rosoboronexport is the sole state company in
Russia authorized to export the full range of
defense and dual-use products, technologies
and services. Rosoboronexport accounts for over
85% of Russia's annual arms sales and maintains
military-technical cooperation with over 70
countries worldwide.

ADVERTISEMENT

IL-76MD-90A, which made its maiden ight in
2012, is the latest and most advanced version of
the IL-76 family of military transport aircraft. The
new IL-76MD-90A is distinguished from its
predecessors in modiied wing design,
advanced avionics suite, PS-90A-76 turbofan
engines with a thrust of 16 tons each, reinforced
landing gear, upgraded fuel system and dozens
of other innovations.
The IL-76MD-90A has become even more
powerful, reliable and fuel-eﬃcient. It carries
more, ies farther and more accurately. And, it is
always ready to perform the most challenging
missions anywhere in the world as before.

Max payload - 60 tons
Range:
with 40 ton payload – 6500 km
with 60 ton payload – 4000 km
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